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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The reputation which Ben Jonson enjoyed during the seven-

teenth century was due to success in a number of literary fields:

in comedy, tragedy, lyric poetry, court entertainments, and to a

tardy recognition of his worth as a critic. I propose to study

his position in the seventeenth century literature in considerable

detail under the topics of his reputation among those connected

with the theatre, among the poets, and among the critics, but first

I will take up some points, which altho they do not fall directly

under any of the topics noted, still indicate in a measure his

place among the other writers of the period. The two principal

things to be touched upon here are his reputation as indicated

by the printed editions of his plays, and his success as a writer

of court entertainments.

At the present time we judge the popularity of a writer

by the number of editions thru which his works have passed, and

it hardly seems unjust to apply tnis test to Jonson. There seems

to be little indication of his relative standing in seventeenth

century literature, in the number of times his collected works

were printed; at least he does no t fare much better or worse than

his more prominent contemporaries. Editions of his works were

printed in 1616, 1640 and lu92^. Shakespeare's works durning the

ft * # * ft x » ft * -*

1. Catalogue of Books of the British Museum . Vol. 38, p 14
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same period were issued four times
1

, while Beaumont and Fletcher's

p
collected plays were printed but twice . If the number of editions

of collected works do not seem to establish a preeminence for any

of the writers noted, when we turn to the single plays we find quite

a different condition of affairs. We ought first to except the play,

Eastward Hoe , Wi.ich was popular mainly on account of the imprison-

ment of its authors, Jonson, iiarston and Chapman, rather than from

literary reasons. Because of the advertisement it thus received
f
it

was reprinted three times in the year 1605, a fact "without paral-

lei in the publication of Elizabethan plays". Of the rest of Jon-

son's plays only four were printed separately more than once, dur-

ing the entire century; The Alchemist , Epicoene , and Volpone were

printed twice, while Catiline, //hich seems to have been the favor-

4
ite, was printed four times .

When we turn to the editions of single plays of Jonson 's

contemporaries we find them far more numerous. The Scornful Lady

5 6 7
went thru seven impressions , the Maids Tragedy six , and Philaster

nine. The separate plays of Shakespeare seem to have been equally

popular, for Hamlet was printed nine times, while Romeo and Juliet

* li # « * # * it * *

1. Ibid. LXVIII, l.ff. Editions of 1623, 1632, 1664, 1685.
2. Ibid. VI, 84. Editions of 1647, 1679.
3. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama, New York, 1908, I, 508.
4. Catalogue of Books in the British Museum , XXXVI I I, 15 ff, Al chemis t

1613, 1680. Catiline 1611, 1635, 1689. Eastward Hoe 16u5. Epicoene
1620, 1686. Every Man in His Humour 1601. Every Man out of His Hu -

mor 160o. Case is Altered 1609 . New Inne 1631. Poetaster 1602. Se-
janus 1605. Volpone , 1607, 1680. The Wid&ow 1652.
5. Ibid. VI, 88.
6. Ibid, VI, 86.
7. Ibid. VI, 89.
8. Ibid. LXVIII, 54.
9. Ibid. LXVIII, 141.





was issued five times. However popular Jonson may have been in oth-

er ways, it does not seem likely from these statistics that the sev

enteenth century readers found hi3 plays interesting. It cannot be

argued that Beaumont and Fletcher's and Shakespeare's plays were

more of the closet variety, for as we shall see later their dramas

were acted at least as frequently as Jonson' s. In speaking of the

closet drama, it is interesting to note that Catiline , one of the

less successful of Ben's plays on the stage, was issued in the grea

est number of editions. Pepys remarks in 1668 that it is a"play on-

ly to be read".^"

At a time when very little English literary work was

known abroad, Jonson secured recognition in France and in Germany.

There was a German translation of Catiline about the middle of the

seventeenth century, and the play was acted sometime between 1663

2
and 1671 at Heidelberg, at the court of the Elector Palatine. In

France Louis XIV had a copy of the New Inn and the folio of 1648 in

the royal library. The librarian, Nicholas Clement, says,"Ce poete

anglaise est un des meilleurs, des plus retcnus et des plus modes-

tes". 3

One phase of Jonson' s work which for a long time failed

of due recognition was his critical writing. Late in the century,

however, he began to be more noticed, for we find Jeremy Collier

in 1698 commending him for the criticism of immoral plays, 4

# * * # * • # * * *

1. Pepys, Diary, London, 1904. He read Catiline in 1664 and calls
it "very excellent".
2. Ward, English Drama , London, 1299 , II, 339.

3.Jusserand, Literary History of the English People, New York. 1895
III, 375.

—
4. Collier, A Short View of the Prophaneness and Immorality of the
English Stage , London, 1698. p 17.

I
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and Dryden speaks of him as a "severe judge of himself as well as

others". 1 As it was an age when criticism had hardly begun to be

recognized as a distinct literary field, Jonson's reputation as a

critic will appear incidentally in connection with the opinions oft.

period upon his dramatic and poetic work.

In one line of activity there is no question of Jonson's

preeminence; in it he far outdistanced all competi -ors, and was the

acknowledged leader. An authority on the Elizabethan drama begins

his chapter on the Masque, "Had Ben Jonson never lived, the English

masque would scarcely need to be chronicled among dramatic forms,"

3
Langbaine credits Ben with twenty seven masques . Another writer

gives him twenty three masques proper, two anti-masques, three

"barriers", and nine "entertainments". 4 Jonson has more than

twice as many entertainments of this kind , as all his competitors

taken together, Campion, Daniel, and Marston alone having written

more than one each. Ben's long enduring popularity in this sort

of work is shown by his holding the position of accepted masque

writer at the court for thirty years. Several times he seems to

have been superseded in the favor of the king, but he always came

5
back into popularity. During the period from 1603 to 1634 there are

* * * * * it * -x- * *-

1. Dryden, Works , London, 1808,XV, 346, Essay of Dramatic Poesy.
2. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 193.
3. Langbaine, Account of the English Dramatic Poets , Oxford, 1691.

287 ff.
4. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama, II, 103.
5. Langbaine, Dramatic Poets , 287 ff. Masques and entertainments in
1603(2), 1604, 1605, 1606 (2<3>, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1611, 1612, 1613,
1615(3), 1616, 1617(2), 1619, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1625, 1626(2)
1630, 1633, 1634.
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only eight years in which Jonson did not have at least one masque

presented at court. For more than a decade there was no break in the

series. Most of the years in which he has no masques were years when

such entertainments were neglected, due to such causes as the death

of Prince Henry or of Queen Anne, or when he and Inigo Jcnes, upon

whom so much of the success in masque production depended, were en-

gaged in their quarrels.

Two other facts attest Jonson' s popularity in court en-

tertainments. The masque was necessarily of a transitory nature, the

expense generally prohibiting its being regiven^", yet Jonson 's

Masque of the Gypsies was presented three times before the King in

2
1621. Another instance of the regard with which he was held by the

court is the fact that he was twice called upon to do honor to dis-

tinguished foreign visitors. Langbaine records his Entertainment

for the Two Kings of Great Britjr&n and Denmark at Theobalds , as well

as an Entertainment in honor of Monsieur Le Baron de Tour, Embassa-

4
dor of the French King, in 1617 .

Jonson was not without enemies in this as in other fields

of literary work. He had never been friendly with Samuel Daniel,

satirizing him repeatedly, as we shall see later in the account of

the war of the theatres, and Daniel, one of Ben's competitors in

masque writing was not slow to retaliate. In his Tethys Festivall

# # # 4$ -Jr -Jf -5f )f vr )«• # if

1. Jonson 's Masque of Blackness cost£3,0C0. Schelling, Eli zabethan
Drama , II, 113.
2. Langbaine, Dramatic Poets , p 293. It was performed at Burley-on-
the-Hill ( Buckingham' s country place), Belvoir and at Windsor.
3. Ibid, p 293.
4. Ibid, p 289.
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presented at V/hitehall in 1G10, he repeatedly flings sarcasms at

his enemy, such as the following:

"For I thank God I labour not with the disease of ostenta-

tion, nor effect to be known tc be a man digitoque monstrarier hie

est, - - And for these figures of mine, if they come not drawn to

all proportions to the life of antiquity (from v/hose yoke I see no

reason why we may not emancipate our inventions, and be free as

they to use our own images) yet I know them to be such as were pro-

per to the business"."*"

From the above it is easily seen that all did not share

in admiration for Ben, but such a criticism seems more the attack

of a person envying Jonson's success rather than the voice of any

considerable number<4the literary fraternity. One of the innovations

which Jonson introduced in the masque, was the use of professional

actors, where before only the nobility had taken part. This arous-

ed some opposition, and Daniel refers to the new custom in the same

preface already quoted:

"And in all these shev/es, this is to be noted that there-

are none of the inferior sort, mixed with the great personages of

State and Honour (as usually there have been) but all was perfor-

med with a due reservation to their dignity".

Jonson's popularity as a masque writer is not only reveal-

ed directly , but also thru his influence on the contemporary drama,

The greater part of the seventeenth century was an age which favor-

ed comedy and tragi-comedy instead of tragedy. This tendec? is 11-

# # i w w •){• -#F JF *

1. Daniel, Works , London, 1696, III, 305-6
2. Ibid, p 323. Thorndyke thinks that the same actors who took part
in the Masque of Oberon (Jonson) appeared in the Winter '

s

Tale. Thorn
dyke, Influence of Beaumont ai;d rietcher on Shake spe are , p 65.
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lustrated by the fact that King Lear and Romeo and Juli et were

rewritten with happy endings. Among "the lighter drama the masque

element seems to have been a great means to gain popularity. Shakes

peare and Beaumont and Fletcher made use of it frequently'*'. The

pageantry and dancing was sure to catch the fancy of the lower clas; -

es of theatre-goers, and that such interpolations were common is

shown by Jonson's sneers at those who introduce "dances and antics"

in their plays. Beaumont and Fletcher used masque elements in eigh

2
teen of their dramas, while Shakespeare has eight comedies with suet

influence discernible. In fact the direct popularity of Jonson's

Court Entertainments is secondary in importance to their wide spreac

influence on contemporary plays. An authority on this period, has

said: "The masque came more and more to influence the general dra-

ma, not only in setting and staging, bu"t dramas enlivened with the

masque-like features became the favorites of the hour". 4

Another manifestation indicating the popularity of J on-

son, is his wide acquaintance with the men who counted in England

at that time. While Shakespeare seems only to have been intimate

with his fellow actors, and possessed but one patron, the Earl of

Southhampton, Jonson could count most of the court, and the liter-

ary world as his friends. He was constantly seeking for preferment

and appealing from the opinions of the common people to the judi-

1. Ibid, p 131.
2. Ibid, p 129 ff.
3. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 129.
4. Ibid. II, 128.
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cious. Among the literary men a few attacked him, most praised him,

but none could be indifferent to a dramatist who was constantly put-

ting himself in the foreground. At court he never wanted friends,

such a position being shown by the ease in which he escaped from

his imprisonment after the publication of Eastward Hoe , thru the

intercession of one of hi3 patrons, Lord D'Aubigne."*" Bacon, Bucking-

ham, Lord Burleigh, Essex, Thomas Howard, Thomas Overbury, Selden

and Gamden were among those that Jonson reckoned in his circle of

2
acquaintances. Fleay gives a list of sixty literary men with whom

Ben was familiar, and. eighty 'great ones' who were his friends and

patrons. In spite of his position as a literary dictator, and his

somewhat ill controlled temper, his personal popularity seems to

3have been very great among his contemporaries. Schelling says that,

"The associates of Jonson in literature, in drama , and at court,

embraced every man in England in three generations. "

» -» n * -* * ft * ft *

1. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , 1 , 5°1-

2. Fleay, Chronicle oi the Drama, London , 1891, p 336.
3. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 268.





CHAPTER II

THE REPUTATION OF JONSON

AMONG THOSE CONNECTED WITH THE THEATRE

In this chapter I propose to discuss the popularity of

Jonson among those especially interested in the drama, that is the

actors, the theatre-goers, and the dramatists of the century.

The records of the stage before the Restoration are very

fragmentary, so that anything like a complete study of the players

of the period is impossible. These records indicate in some degree

upon what dramatists the actors mcst relied for their reputation,

and in what parts the more prominent ones probably starred. Most of]

the material for such a study has been collected by Collier in hi3

Memoirs of the Actor3 , and by Fleay in hi s Shakespeare Manual .

Hemminge and Condell in their folio edition of Shakes-

peare's Works, 1623, have a list of twenty six of the leading ac-

tors appearing in the plays. Of the twenty six mentioned, seven-

teen appear more or less prominently in the works of Jonson, In the

follov/ing table comparison has been made with Shakespeare, and with

Beaumont and Fletcher, since they are by far the best known of Jon-

son's contemporaries. In justice to Ben it must be remembered that

he wrote far fewer plays than did his fellow dramatists just men-

tioned^ and that the larger number of their plays in an actor's

repertoire does not necessarily argue a greater popularity, but ra-

ther a larger number of dramas from which to select. The table

9 ft -£ -If % -Jfr -,'c 'k -Ye ir

1. Jonson wrote seventeen, Shakespeare thirty seven, Beaumont and

Fletcher fifty four. Fleay, Shakespeare Manual , London 1876, p 90.
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given here is based on Collier's records .

Actors B. and F. Jonson Ghakespear

William Shakespeare ? 1 (2) 3

Richard Burbadge 3x 7 12

John Hemiainge 7 2 (6) 2x

Augustine Phillips ? 3 ?

V. illiam Kempt ? 1 2 (5)

Thomas Pope ? 2 ?

Henry Condell 8 4 (7) ?

William Slye ? 4 ?

John Lowine 3x 5 ?

Alexander Cook 9
• 4 ?

Robert Armin ? 1 (2) ?

William Ostler 3 2 (3) ?

Nathaniel Field 4x 3 ?

John Underwood 16x 4 ?

Nicholas Tooley 14 2 ?

William Ecclestone 12 2 ?

Joseph Taylor 2 5 2

Richard Robinson 4 2 ?

A number of the men such as Pope, Armin and Phillips died before

the appearance of Beaumont and Fletchers plays on the stage.

The far more complete records in the case of Jonson 's

ft ft ftt ft ft ft ft * ft ft

1. Shakespeare Society , Publications , London 1845-52 vol II. The
Memo ires of the Actors ,

x - incomplete.
? - no record.
( ) - Fleay's Tables. Fleay, Shakespeare Lanual , p 114.
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dramas are due to the fact that he appended a list of the actors to

the pr^inted editions which he supervised. T
.Ve know nothing definite

concerning the number of times the above players appeared in Shakes-

pearian roles, except that we know that they did so appear, and that

this was the King's Company for which he wrote all of his later play

The nine men in the folio list not in the table are for the most

part unimportant, but men like Shakespeare, Burbadge, Ilemminge, Cnn-

dell and Field were the first of their profession. Many of these

took part in the first presentation of Jonson's plays, as that dra-

matist himself tells us.
1

Collier after a study of the specialties of the actors of

the period has arranged the list given by Jonson in Every Man ijri His

2
Humour , according to the following parts, which forms a truly im-

pressive cast to one who knows the standing of the players:

Kno'well Will Shakespeare

Kitely Ric. Burbadge

Brayne-worm Aug. Phillips

Do.vne-right Joh. Hemings

Cap. Bobadill Henry Condell

Mr. Stephen Will Kemp

Mr. Matthew Till Slye

Dame Kitely Chr. Beeston

Tib John Duke

Altho Collier is purporting to study the actors from

ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft

1. For example, The Alchemist , New York, 1903, p 240. This comedy was
first acted in 1610 by Burbadge, Lowin, Condell, Cook, Armin, Hemming:}
Ostler, Underwood, Tooley, Egleston( Eccleston)

.

2. Shakespeare Society , Publications, II, 133.



(
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their connection with Shakespeare, he has the most definite informa-

tion of their relations with Jonson, often* saying that all that is

known in detail of a certain actor is that he appeared in certain of

Jonson 's plays. This is due of course to Ben's custom of affixing the

actor's names to the printed editions of his own works. Collier quotes

from the Historia Histronica^to show what parts some of tne players

took. "In my time before the civil wars, Lowin used to act with migh-

ty applause Falstaff , Morose, Volpone, Mammon in the Silent .oman ,

and Melanthus in the Maids Tragedy . " Perhaps the fact that Lowin was

especially recalled to memory is due to the fact that he was the last

surviving member of the Folio list. Of the preeminence of Burbadge

there cannot be the least doubt, and Nathaniel lield somewhat later

was almost as popular. Jonson refers to the latter in Bartholomew

2
Fair with high praise.

Cokes, "fthat is your Burbadge now?"

Leatherhead. "7?hat do you mean by that, sir?"

Coke3. "Your best actor your Field".

Shakespeare was another of the actors who took part in Jonson' s dra-

3mas, appearing in Se janus and Every ^an in His Humour .

4
Fleay has given in his list of plays of the King's Com-

pany from 1594 to 162o eighteen plays, ono by Shakespeare, six by

Jonson, and seven by ^eaumont and Fletcher. The incompleteness of the

record is shown by the fact that he lists but one drama of Shakes-

peare in a company which depended on him for a large part of their

•* •* • * -* -» x m # -* -a

1. Dodsley, Collection of Old English Plays , London, 1875. Vol. 15.
The uistoria Histronica consists of a dialogue concerning the stage
of the seventeenth century , between Trueman of the old era, and Love
wit of the new.
2. Jonson, vVorks , London, 1671, II, 199.
3. Fleay, Shakespeare Manual » p 114.
4. Ibid.
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repertoire. There are thirty seven men listed in this table of whom

five took part in the solitary play of Shakespeare, eighteen in Jon-

son's six plays and sixteen in Beaumont and Fletcher's seven dramas.

The second table 1of the actors of the King's Company from 1620 to

1642 is even more unrepresentative, for out of the eighteen plays

listed, thirteen are by -^eaumont and Fletcher.

All that we can deduce from such fragmentary records is

that the prominent actors relied very largely upon roles in Jonson's

plays for their success. In the first decade of the century it is

certain that Jonson ranked next to Shakespeare in popularity among

the actors, but from then till the closing of the theatres in 1642

Beaumont and Fletcher's dramas are found much more frequently in the

repertoire of the players.

After the reopening of the theatres there was a period of

revival of old plays, and in this revival Jonson did not fare as well

as his contemporaries. Neither Thomas betterton nor ^ell Gwyn are

recorded as having had any part in Ben's dramas tho fehey frequen-

tly acted in plays of other Elizabethan playwrights. Thomas Setter -

ton who was easily the foremost of the Post-Restoration actors, does

not seem to have been fitted for Jonson's characters, since of seven-

ty-^four tragedies and comedies listed by his biographer , there are

none by that author, altho there are eleven of Beaumont and i'letcher's

and ten of Shakespeare's in vvhich he made "a considerable figure". We

do know , however, that the company of which Betterton was the leader

acted Bartholomew ^air in 1682, and it seems reasonable to suppose

# -* * -» -* * » -a * * *

1. Fleay, Shakespeare Manual, p 115.
2. Gildon, Life of Thomas betterton , London, 1710, p 175.
3. Downes, Rocius Angilca'nus , or An historical Review of the Stage ,

London, 1789, p 54.
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that he took part in the comedy,

Most of the other prominent actors and actresses of the

age took some role or other in the revivals of Bartholomew Fair ,

the Silent iVoman

,

etc. Mrs. Ann Marshall^ a favorite of the period,

appeared in one of Jonson's, one of Shakespeare's and six of Beau-

mont and Fletcher's. Hart and Mohun, two of the leading actors who

played both before and after the civil wars, appeared in many Eli-

zabethan revivals. Hart
2

had a part in eight of Beaumont and Fletcher^

two of Shakespeare ' s> and two of Jonson's, while Mohun appeared in six

4
of Beaumont and Fletcher's, two of Shakespeare's and four of Jonson's

Burt, Kynaston, Shatteral and Clun are other actors of the period who

took part in Jonson's dramas. After 1682 there is no record of his

plays being performed, but those of Beaumont and Fletcher which seem

to have surpa

s

3ed Ben ' s in popularity, continued to be acted well in-

to the eighteenth century. Shakespeare seems to have shared with Jon

son a minor place upon the stage, but toward the end of the century

interest in him reawakened, alterations of his plays were acted on

the stage, and men like Nicholas Rowe were glad to follow the model

of his dramas.

In 1698 the Historia Hi stronica gives us a retrospective

view of the older actors:

Trueman. "Ben Jonson! How dare you name Ben Jonson in

these times, when we have such a crowd of poets of quite a different

genius, the least of which thinks himself as well able to correct

Ben Jonson as he could a country school mistress that taught to spell"

# * # # ft ft » ft % * * #

1. Genest, Some account of the English Stage, Bath, 1832, I, 379.
2. Ibid. I, 375.
3. Ibid. I, 373.
4. These were the Alchemist , Vol pone , Catiline and the Silent woman.
5. Dodsley, Old English Plays , XV, 403-4.
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Lovewit . "V.e have indeed poets of a different genius, so are the plays^

aut in my opinion, they are all of 'em, some few excepted, as much in-

ferior to former times, as the actors now in being are compared to

Hart, Mohun, Lacy, Clun and Shatlerall, for I can reach no further

back.

"

Trueman. "I can, and dare assure you, if my fancy and memory are not

partial, - - - the actors that I have seen before the wars, Lowin,

Taylor, Pollard and some others, were almost as far beyond Hart and

his company, as those were beyond taose now in being."

Lovewit."I am willing to believe it, but cannot readily because I

have been told that those whom I mentioned were bred up under the

others of your acquaintance, and followed their manner of action,

which is now lost; so far that when the question vvas asked why these

players do not revive the Silent Woman and some others of Jonson's

play s( once of the highest esteem) they have answered 1

,

1 Truly , because

there are none living who can rightly humour these parts; for all

who related to the Blackfriars( where they were acted to perfection)

are all dead and almost forgotten.

"

When we review the evidence on the subject, we find that

the names of the leading players of the seventeenth century are as-

sociated with Jonson's dramas. In the early period men like Shakes-

peare, Burbadge, Condell and Field took parts, while after the Res-

toration Mohun, Hart, Lacy, Kynaston, Included Volpone , Epicoene ,

etc. in their repertoire. The list of seventeen pre-restoration^ and

fifteen Restoration actors appearing in °onson's plays practically

includes all of the profession of note with the exception of Nell

Gwyn, and possibly Thomas Betterton. From the records it appears

* * # # # * * % * # * %

l.Langbaine, Dramatic Poets , p 282.
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that Jonson was most popular with the actors in the early part of

the century, that he fell behind Beaumont and Fletcher, soon after

those dramatists began to write, and that he comes after both them

and Shakespeare in the period of the Restoration .

Jonson' s Reputation Among the Theatre -Goers

.

During the seventeenth century , as in the present age,

the taste of the theatre-goer for a play was determined in no small

measure by the eminence of the actors taking part, hence we can tell

something of the popular appeal of Jonson from the foregoing pages.

The number of performances and the length of the run furnish good

indications of the popularity of a play, but unfortunately we have

few records of the stage prior to 1660. We know, however, that the

1 2New Inn was not heard to the end , and that Ilenslowe has the entry,

"Rd at the commdey of Umers", thirteen times between May 11, 1597

and October 4, of the same year. Five of these performances took

place withing three weeks in May and June. It is probable that the

play to which "enslowe refers was Every Man in Hi s Humour , altho

Jonson himself tells us that it was not presented till 1598. Se jan -

3
us and Catiline were both failures when they appeared on the stage.

In regard to the former Jonson himself says that , "The poem suffer-

ed no less violence from our people here than the subject did from

the rage of the people of Rome". 4 From various contemporary hints

we learn that the Magnetic Lady and the Tale of a Tub were also

failures. Most of Jonson* s comedies, however, were received with

# » * * # * * ft ft # # #

1. The New Inn , New York, 1908, p xi.
2. Shakespeare Society , Publications , II, 87. (Henslowes Diary)
3. Courthope, History of English Poetry t London, 1903,11, 279, 2b4.
4. Jusserand, Literary HI story of the English People . Ill, 406.
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great applause, especially Every Man in His Humour , Every Man out

of Kls Humour, Volpone , Epicoene and. Bartholomew Fair . Schelling
1

say s
;
"Jonson 1

s comedy took by storm the stage that had known Shakes-

peare a dozen years, and continued to hold the popular taste dur-

ing the author's life, and for a generation after."

The records of performances are far more complete after

the reopening of the theatres in 1660. Of the representatives of the

better class of theatre goers of his time there is no better example

than Samuel Pepys, and very fortunately he has frequently set down

his impressions of the revived Elizabethan and Jacobean plays. Be-

tween 1660 and 1669 he saw eighteen performances of Jonson 's dramas,

all of which took his fancy with the exception of Catiline2
. The

Widow he calls "an indifferent good play", but the Alchemist , Bar -

tholomew Fair , Vol pone and the Silent Woman awakened his highest ad-

, 4
miration. He saw Bartholomew Fair played seven times , several

times by puppets instead of actors, and at each performance he liked

it better and better. Due probably to the satire on the Puritans

which it contains, this play seems to have been the most popular of

Jonson' s after the Restoration. Pepys attended productions of the

5 6
Alchemist four times, and of the Silent Woman five with unfailing

pleasure, and tho he saw Volpone but once he says, "The best play I

* * -* * k * * * * * *

l.Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , I, 467.
2. Pepys, Diary , VIII, 221, December 11, 1667. "Very excellent "( read)
VII, 260, January 11, 1667. "Poor on the stage,- only to be read".
3. Ibid. ,1, 298.
4. Ibid., First notice, June 8, 1661; last, February 22, 16o9.

5. Ibid., II, 54. Pepys notes that Glun whe has been taking a prom-
inent part was murdered the night before. II, 76. IV, 195. VIII, 279.
6. Ibid., I, 297, I, 777. IV, 138. VIII, 101. VI, 258.
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ever saw and well acted"."
1
' In addition to this he read with much

2 "5

delight Every Man in His Humour , and The Devil is an Asse . Pepys

shows a greater admiration for Jcnson than for any other playwright,

and while it is true he enjoyed the revivals of Shakespeare, he likec

most of all the alterations made by the Restoration writers, and a-

bove everything^ else the acting of Thomas Betterton.

John Evelyn was another theatre-goer of the century, who

saw some of Jonson's plays, but he makes little comment on the three

4 5 6
he witnessed, Catiline , Volpone , and the Widow, except that he callsi

the latter a "lewd play". The Widow and Volpone were presented at

court, but evidently were not greatly admired, for Evelyn's famous

remark would probably have applied as much to Jonson as to Shakes-

peare: "I saw Hamlet, Prince of Denmark played , but now the old

plays begin to disgust this refined age, since his majesty being so

rt

long abroad".

It is to be regretted that we have not more accounts of

this sort, but from the number of productions something can be judi ci

of the popularity of a play. Downes has a record of many productions

but his lists are probably incomplete. In his record of plays of the

Drury Lane Company for 1663 he has fifteen which he calls the prin-

cipal or stock plays . Among these we find Volpone , Epicoene and

the Alcheml st . Beaumont and Fletcher have seven plays in this list,

and Shakespeare has three. In addition Downes has a table of twenty-

it -it # # # ;:- -.t -J5- -;t it

1. Pepys, Diary , IV, 309.
2. Ibid., VI, 156.
3. Ibid. , III, 204.
4. Evelyn, Diary and Correspondence , London, 1659, "I went to see the
old play Catiline acted, having now been forgotten almost forty year
5. Ibid. , I , 392.
6. Ibid. , I , 363.
7. Ibid. , I, 360.
6. Downes, Roscius Angllcanus , p 12.
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two more dramas played occasionally by the Drury Lane Company! of

which ^onson has seven, Shakespeare two, and ^eaumont and Fletcher

three. Eastward Hoe was played in 1685, and after that there is

no record of Jonson's dramas being presented during the century.

Other old plays were revived, but Ben's were neglected, altho as

we shall see later his ideas were appropriated by the playwrights

of the period. The revised versions of Shakespeare and of Beaumont

and Fletcher seem to have been very popular, but there is no record

of any such alterations having been made in Jonson's work.

Except for one short period at the beginning of the cen-

tury Jonson failed to catch the popular taste. The melodramatic play

of ^eaumont and Fletcher and the romantic dramas of Shakespeare, nat

urally made a greater appeal to the great mass of the theatre go-

ers, than the classical work of Ben. One play of Jonson's, Barthol -

omew Fair , was popular thruout most of the century, rather however ,

from its satire of the Puritans, than for literary reasons. For a

short time, when his dramas first were acted Jonson enjoyed immense

2
popularity, a success which is summed up by Schellirig as follows:

n ^et not^wi thstanding the striking character of Fletch-

erian tragi-comedy and Middletonian comedy of manners, equally suc-

cessful in its kind, and notwithstanding that Shakespeare was now

in the maturity of his splendid tragedy, followed by his gracious

and beautiful last plays, this period of the first decade of &ing

James is best denominated the period of Jonson, for the revolution

which his masques effected in the entertainment of the court, for

the professional technique which his enlightened classicism impar-

* -» m » # * * * -/< -»

1. Downes, Roscius Anglicanus , p 13.
2. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 718.
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ted to the drama at large, the literary success of his Roman plays,

and the literary and popular triumph of his unmatchable comedy of

manners.

"

Jonson's Reputation among the Dramatists.

It is generally more difficult to attain popularity a-

mong competitors than among persons not striving for the same prize;

but Jonson seems to have compelled respect and admiration, not only

from the dramatists of a later age, but also from his own contempo-

raries.

At the outset it is well to note the only storm that dis-

turbed the calm of Jonson's popularity among the playwrights, viz.

the quarrels known as the 7»ar of the Theatres. We do not know for

a certainty who were involved tnerein, but we have no difficulty in

identifying John Marston and Thomas Dekker as the most prominent of

those attacking Ben. Several other of the leading dramatists, among

them Shakespeare, are conjectured to have been opponents of ^onson

in this quarrel. One of the first of the weapons used in this lit-

erary war was the Scourge of Villani

e

in 1598 , which satirized Jon-

son under the name of Torquatus

;

"Now on my soul his very intellect

Is nought but a corvetting sommerset".

Counter satires to the Scourge of Villlnie were used by Jonson in

2
Every Man in His Humour , while Marston had in turn something to

say in the Hi striomastix . Dekker is thot to have four plays attack-

ing Ben, and in one of them he was assisted by Chettle and Houghton"

Of the four plays however, the Satiromastix ' is by far the most im-

* # * # ft ft ft *
.

ft. # ft

1. Penniman, War of the Theatres , 1897, p 11.
2. Ibid. , p 31
3. Fleav. Chronicle, of the English Drama, London. 1891. I

r
97
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portant, being confessedly a reply to Jonson's Poetaster . In this

attack Dekker twitted Jon3on with being a brick layer, referred to

his trial for murder, ridiculed his 'bad face 1

, and alluded con-

1
temptuously to his conversion to Catholicism. In fact , the attacks

and counter attacks in these quarrels seem to have been more person-

al than literary.

The only evidence in a direct way connecting Shakespeare

with the war, is the much discussed passage in the Return from Par -

nassus ? in which Kemp says to Burbadge:

"V/hy here's our fellow Shakespeare put them all down, I

and Ben Jonson too. that Ben Jonson is a pestilent fellow, he

brought up Horace, giving the poets a pill, but our fellow Shakes-

peare hath given him a purge, that made him beray his credit".

What this purge was, and what Shakespeare's actual rela-

tions with Jonson were we do net Know, The extreme view of those

who believe the enmity between the two playwrights was deep, is

exemplified by Dr. Cartwright who says, "Who can doubt that Iago

was the malignant Ben? "3. We do know that the great dramatists were

friends at times, for the older man stood sponsor for one of Ben's

4 ^
sons. Then too there is the tradition that Jonson and Drayton vis-

ited at Shakespeare's New Place just before the latter's death5 .

However bitter the war of the theatres was, it was of

brief duration. Before the quarrel, about the year 1599, Dekker had

written with Jonson the lost play, The Page of Plymouth , and by

it * it * * * x ft * #
1. Penniman, War of the Theatres , p 11. The satire contains a glimpse
of the theatre life of the time: "A gentleman or an honest citizen
shall not sit in your pennie bench theatres, with his squirrel by his
side cracking nuts, nor sneak into a tavern with his mermaid; but he

shall be satirized and epigrammed upon, and his humour must run up 1

the stage, You'll ha 1 Every Gentleman in's humour, and Kvery Gentle-
man out On's humour".
2. Ibid., p 145. The Return from Parnassus , at Cambridge, 1601.
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16o3 the opponents must have been reconciled, for in that year Mar-

aton has a commendatory verse on Se janus ^
. In the following year he

dedicated his Malcontent to Jonson, and tho What You Will containing

satires on Ben, was published in 1607, Marston had written it while

the war was still in progress. In 1605 Marston had collaborated with

Jonson and Chapman in Eastward Hoe, and had been voluntarily joined

by the former, in the imprisonment which ensued, so a firm friend-

ship must have followed the quarrels of a few years before. Jonson,

however , never became reconciled to Dekker, who had assisted him

before the war of the theatres, not only in the Page of Plymouth »

but also in addition to Chettle, another reputed opponent of Ben's,

had collaborated on the lost play, Robert the Second , King of Scot s'-
5

,

This list of famous dramatists who worked with Jonson is an evidence

of his popularity among the profession. We have already named Dekker
,

Marston, Chettle, Chapman, and possibly should include Shakespeare,

while in addition to these men John Fletcher and Thomas ^iddleton

are to be noted since they assisted Jonson in writing the Widow .

Turning from the dramatists who were most closely con-

nected with Jonson , either as collaborators or active enemies, the

remaining playwrights may be classified as belonging to the classical

(continued from page 20) 3. Cartwright, Shakespeare and Jonson , Dram
atic vs Wit Combats , p 28.
4. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama, I, 368.
5. Ibid. , II, 380.
6. Hazlitt, Manual of Old English Plays , London, 1892, p 197.

1. Jonson, V.orks , London, 1816, I,
2. Ward , English Dramatic Lj terature , London ,1899 , I , 427.
Henry Chettle , 1564-1607, assisted in twenty nine plays, and wrote
six of his own.
3. Hazlitt, Manual of Old English Plays , p 173. Jonson told Drummond
as late as 1618 that Dekker was a knave, and he included the Poet -

aster in his collected works, altho Dekker had not republished his
Satiromastix.
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or to the romantic school. Many of the playwriters show character-

istics of both groups, but in such cases they have been assigned

to the one to which they have the closest affinity. Of the group

first to be considered, the sons of Ben, Richard Srome^is perhaps

of the most importance. Jcjbon had given him his training in play

writing, and acknowledges the fellowship in verses, "To my old faith

ful Servant, and Loving ^riend:

"I had you for a servant once Dick Brome,

And you performed a servant's faithful parts.

Now you are got into a neerer room

Of fellowship, professing my old arts,

And you do do them well with great applause."

Brome uses the motif of humours, and such names as Luckless etc.

betray his affiliation with the tribe of Ben. It is significant that

the first example of Brome' s work is a drama written with the as-

2
sistance of "young Jonson" in 1623.

Nathaniel Field, whom we have noted among the actors in

the King's Company, is another of those playwrights who owed much

to Jonson. As a youth he had taken part in the Poetaster , Cynthia '

s

Revels and Epicoene when they had been played by the Chapel Children

and had thus attracted the attention of the author. Jonson educated

him in the art of the drama , a debt which Field acknowledges in a

poem to his "Worthy and beloved Friend, Master Sen Jonson on his

Catiline ". Altho praising the work of the master Field admits that:

"In this age when jigs and dances move,

* # * x * * * -x- # # if

1. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 269.
2. Hazlitt, Play Collectors Manual » London, 1899>, p 83, A Fault in
Friendship .

3. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama, II, 269.
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How few there are that this pure work approve.

Besides the two noted^more than a round dozen of the min-

2
or dramatists may be classed as sons of Ben. Of these Randolph, Falk-

land^, and Cartwright 4are poets as well as playwrights, and we have

chosen to consider their praise in another chapter. Among the others

the Duke of Newcastle should be noted, "a great name if small play-

wright " ,^whose dramas have • the typical Jonsonian touch of humours. He

has left the assertion that he never, "heard any read well but Ben

Jon so n'.'k

7
Sir William Davenant is ranked by Schelling as a son of Ben

:

tho he himself does not seem to have acknowledged the relationship.

He followed Jonson' s lead, however, in writing masques, and in sev-

eral plays relied on the different humors the master had developed

as we can see from such names as Thrift, Pert, Snore and Lady Ample

in the Wits . Furthermore in the epilogue^to the same play we have a

rather doubtful allusion to Jonson, in which Davenant addresses the

critics thus:

"Ours boasted that he felt your strength decline,

Since he made war; but this he said in wine,

I mean in fumes of such a frantic fit,

As poets have when poems do not hit.

I think like women they grow choleric,

And scold because they hurt not when they strike."

» * -X # -X- # $ -* *
1. Jonson, Works, 1816, I, cccx :x. This is prpbably an allusion to
the masques elements which were so popular at the time.
2. New Inn , New York, 1908, p 126. See Randolphs QriR> Dn ffr>t. t.phvp. t.h P

Stage.
~~

3. Jonson, Works , 1816, IX, 351. Falkland's Ecologue on B e n.
4. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 276.
5. Ibid., II, 275.
6. Ward, Engli sh Dramatic Literature , I, 321n.
8. Dramati sts of the Restoration , Davenant, ftorks t II , 343.
7. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 275.
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Shackerley Marmion
1

, who wrote three comedies of"rigidly

Jonsonian humour", has in the Viribus a long "Funeral Sacrifice to

the sacred memory of his thrice honoured father". He possessed some-

thing of Ben's ability of satire, and utilized his master's methods

2 *

in comedy , as did Sir Aston Cockayne, who also conttrbuted to the

Viribus * Another of Jonson's followers was Jasper Mayne, the preacher

3
dramatist, who modeled his one comedy upon the Silent YJoman . Hen-

4
ry Glapthorne may also be ranked among the playwrights employing

humours. Thus far the writers noted have worked in the comedy rather

than tragedy, but there were a smaller number who followed Jonson's

lead in attempting to make the Roman tragedies true to history. Ben

had written Se janus as a protest against the Roman plays of the rom-

5
antic school, such as Julius Caesar , and Nathaniel Richards and Tho-

mas May took up the same task of writing classic tragedy. Their

work bears a close resemblance in general plan to Se janus and Cat-

iline.

Turning from these writers of the classical school or ra-

ther sons of Ben, let us see hew those not in sympathy with Jonson's

literary practice regarded him. We know that Beaumont and Fletcher

were ever on the best of terms with the leader of the classical

school, and that Fletcher, at any rate began his playwriting by

7frankly imitating Jonson. As we have noted he also collaborated

with Jonson in the 7, ido.v , and later showed his admiration by some

complimentary verses on Catiline and Vol pone ; a favor returned by

* # * * * * * * * * it #

l.Schelling, Eli zabethan Drama , II, 275. Marmion, 1603 - 1638, wrote
comedies exclusively.
2. Ibid., II, 28o. "A gentleman Qoir.edy writer". 1608-1684.
3. Ibid., Jasper Mayne, 1604-1672.
4. Ibid., II, 268.
5. Ibid. , II , 276.
6. Ibid.

, II, 276.
7. Ibid., II, 268.
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Jonson in a commendation of Fletcher 1 s"murdered play 1

,' The Faithful

She pherdess .
^ Beaumont wrote complimentary verse on the Fox, Silent

2 ii 3
V>oman and Catilin e , and his famous "letter" to Jonson gives token

a
of the comradeship between Ben and himself. Jonson replied to this

poem in the lines beginning , "How I do love thee Beaumont and thy

muse" 4 , showing a sincerity of friendship not ordinarily existing

between authors of complimentary verse.

John Ford, another romantic dramatist of the period, who

ixi a literary way seems to have little in common with «onson, has

a poem in the Yiribus ^to him, attesting his high opinion of the great

Ben:

"Drawn to the life in every line and limb,

He (in his truth of art, and that in him)

Lives yet, and will whilst letters can be read".

From Thomas Heywood^, one of the most voluminous of the

romantic writers, we catch another glimpse of -the fellowship that

existed among the playwrights of the day. He refers to the common

7practice of calling one another by their first names:

"And famous Jonson, though his learned pen

Be dipt in Castaly , is still but Ben".

John 'Aebster has a passage in his preface to his White
c

Devil , in which he alludes to the "Laboured and understanding works

* # # * # 1 * # # -* * * *

1. Beaumont and Fletcher, Works, London 1750, I b.
2. Jonson, works , 1616, I, cvi.
3. Jonson, Works, 1871, l,c*i/,
4. Beaumont and Fletcher Works , I 7.

5. Jonson, 7<orks , 1816 , IX, 399.
6. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 374. Heywood states that he had
a considerable hand in two hundred and twenty plays.
7. Heywood, Works , London, 18 ,11,
8. Spingarn ,

C

ritical Essays of the Seven teenth Century , Oxford t 1908,
I, 66.
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of Maister Jonsony while James Shirley has a number of references

to Ben, one of them a verse on the ..lchemi st ^ which he says:

"Shames what was writ

In former ages; I except no whit

Of what the Greek or Latins have brought forth."

p
Habbington contributed a small portion of the Viribus, but

in it he exhibits a flash of originality:

"Look up ! Y.here Seneca and Sophocles,

Quick Plautus and sharp Aristophanes

Enlighten yon bright orb, doth not your eye

Among them, one far larger fire descry,

At which their lights grow pale? Tis Jonson." 3

Of the prominent dramatists of the time, iiassinger is one

of the few who shows no admiration for Ben. He satirizes Jonson for

his arrogant attitude upon the failure of the Tale of the Tub , and

of the Magnetic Lady , and contrasts his own conduct under such a

4trying misfortune, with that of his rival in the drama.

"He submits

To the grave censure of those abler wits

His weakness; nor dares he profess that when

The critics laugh, he'll laugh at them agen.

(Strange self love in a writer)."

Passing over the long space frcm 1642 to
;
10o0 the closest

follower of Jonson after the Restoration was perhaps Thomas Shadwell

# * * % * * * # # * 11 * ;c-

1. Jonson, works , 1871, I, cv.
2. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , II, 275. Schelling calls William
Habbington a"gentleman araatQOr in play wri ting"

.

3. Jonso.,, Works, 1816, IX,
4. New Inn , New York, 1908, xvll.
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He avowedly modelled his works on Ben's, and says in the preface to

the Sullen Lovers^": "I have endeavoured to represent variety of hu-

mours, most of the persons in the play differing in their characters

from one another, which was the practice of Ben Jonson, whom I think

all dramatic poets ought to imitate, tho none are like to come near,

he being the only person that appears to me to have made 4 perfect

representations of human life." Shadwell again shows his admiration

for the Jacobean dramatist in his preface to the Humori st , and says

in the preface to Psyche , his only tragedy: "I had rather be author

of one scene of comedy, like some of Jonson* s, than of all the best

plays of this kind!'
2
Nearly all of Shadwell 's dramas are worked out

in the manner of Jonson, especially the Squire of Alsatia , and Bury

Fair , which bears a close resemblance to the similarly named Barthol •

omew Fair . Ward says that Shadwell possessed something of Jonson 1

s

industry, something of his humour and more of his healthy spirit.

Like the J acobean playwright, Shadwell hated the shams and corrup-
J

tions of contemporary society, and like him attacked them thru the

drama.

Few of the other dramatists of the time professed a sim-

ilar admiration , but they were no less indebted to Jonson. Thus,

such names of characters in Wycherley's comedies as Ranger, Gripe,

Crossbite, Bapperwit, Addleplot, or Congreve's personages named

Markwell, Careless, Lord Froth, Plyant, as well as Vanburgh's Fop-

pington, Fashion, Loveless, and Friendly suggest these authors re-

lation to the founder of the comddy of manners. Of vanburgh it is

* * * « -* -* * t * *

1. Spingarn, Critical Essay s of the Seventeenth Century , II, 150.
2. Ward, English Bramatic Lit erature , III, 460.
3. Ibid,, III, 457.
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said that , "His comedy of manners owed more to Ben Jonson, and the

Silent 7. oman than to all the dramatists of France and Spain united^""

Congreve shows his indebedness to the master in his letters to Denni

discussing humours , and after discussing different characters in

Ben's plays, declares his admiration for that dramatist.

Sir Charles Sedley , to whom Charles II remarked that

"nature had given him a patent to be Apollo's viceroy", wrote the

prologue to the revived play, Every ^an in His Humour^ soon after

the reopening of the theatres. He comments satirically on the

contemporary plays in contrast with Jonson 1

s comedy;

"The scene, what more absurd, in England lies,

No Gods descend, nor dancing devils rise;

No captive prince from nameless country bro^ught

,

No battle, nay, there's not a duel i ought.

And something yet more sharply might be said,

But, x consider , the poor authors dead."

Somewhat later Settle began to write his plays, model-

ling them for the most part on the Jonsonian plan, Be is best known

however, for his controversy with Dryden, and with Shadwell. Settle

in one of the prefaces written during the quarrel attacks Lryden

for "impudently comparing himself to ^en Jonson", which sufficiently

shows his respect for the Jacobean dramatist.

Among the minor playwrights should be mentioned Nathaniel

Lee , who refers in one of his dedications to the "mighty Ben", and

* * # -* # * # * # * #

1. Vanburgh, Works , London, 18?3 , (Ward's Edition) I, xxc.
3. Spingarn, Critical Easays of JJie Seventeenth Century

T III, 242.
4. Sedley, Works , London, 1776, p 11. Sedley was extremely popular
in his own time; he .vrote two tragedies and three comedies.
5. Settle, Life and V.orks , I . C. Brown, p 57.
6. Ward, English Dramatic Li u rature t III, 407. A prominent writer
of tragedy. Sec, Lee, ftorks, London, 1731 » II f 8.
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Thomas D'Urfey^, who refers somewhat contemptuously in one of his

2
prefaces to "Bartholomew Fair stuff .

In general among the dramatists of the Restoration, the

idea prevailed that England had been in a sort of literary barbar-

ism before Charles II, and his courtiers had brot polish and refine-

ment from France. Jonson was thot to be one of the few who had pos-

sessed a little of the culture of the succeeding period. He was look

ed upon as the first who had brot the drama under some sort of rule,

while his classical learning stood him in good stead among the later

writers. Notwithstanding the popular appeal of ^eaumont and Fletche

the more prominent playwrights of the period turned rather to the

work of Jonson as a model. They copied his exaggeration of personal

characteristics or humors, they followed his plots, and made use of

his episodes, and under the excuse of following him in attacking

contemporary vice, they wrote some of the most unreadable comedies

in English. There seems to have been very little adverse criticism

of Jonson among the playwrights of the Restoration, and those who

have not mentioned him in any way still show the effect of his

dramas on their own work. In the closing years of the century he

began to lose ground when Nicholas Rowe and others began to turn

to the romantic and historical models which they found in Shakespear

rather than choosing to continue the production of comedies of

manners.

L. V.ard, Engli sh Dramatic literature , III, 454. Ward says that in
D'Uriey we reach the "Literary na'tdir of Restoration Comedy".
2. D'Urfey, Don Quixote , London 167V .





CHAPTER III

JONSUN'S REFUTATION AMONG THE

POETS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

when we consider the opinion of the poets of the seven-

teenth century, we are taking into account the opinion of the court,

and of the higher classes of English society. Everyone who made a

pretence to gentility dabbled now and then in poetry. The making of

verses was regarded in the same light as fencing and dancing, as one

of the necessary accomplishments. We find signed to the verse eulo-

gizing or satirizing Jonson , names which no longer have a meaning

for us, and initials which cannot be identified, for many an ephem-

eral rhymster thot to pass judgment on his superiors in literary

worth. Tho such transient versifiers have little ability in them-

selves, they show the trend of the opinion of their class.

When one examines the verses dealing with ?onson, two

facts opposite in tendency must be kept in mind. The first is that

the commendatory verse which we find prefixed to so many seventeenth

century volumes was the result of a literary fashion; "^the compliment

so given was expected to be returned in kind. Much of the poetry in

2
the Jonson Viribus , which Gif ford reprinted in the edition of 1616

is doubtless of this character. In the second place the roughness of

Jonson 1

s personality must have at times alienated even the friendly

1. William Cartwright has prefixed to his Works, 1651, fifty six
specimens of commendatory verse. Dictionary of National Biography ,

Cartwright. There are forty two pages of such verse prefixed to
Beaumont and Fletcher's Works t London, 1650.
2. Jonson, Works, 1816, IX, 390.
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disposed, and have caused them to overlook the merits of his verse

in their aversion to what they were disposed to consider as a self

appointed dictatorship of letters. We find Chapman and Carew for ex-

ample, who were generally sincere admirers of Jonson, condemning him

at times for his domineering ways, and in the controversy growing

out of the failure of the New Inn there is a parallel to the war fif

the theatres.

Prefixed to Jonson' s works are forty seven selections of

complimentary verse^of varying degrees of excellence from various

seventeenth century poets, some now forgotten, but most from the

ranks of the leading literary men. Robert Herrick, the best known

of the "sons of Ben", contributes the most numerous selections, tho

not the greatest quantity of verse, Falkland's Ecologue claiming

that distinction. Francis Beaumont, John Fletcher, George Chapman,

Edmund Waller, John Oldham and John Donne are among the more prom-

nent of the poets whose names are affixed to this collection of

poetic eulogies.

But Jonson was not always the recipient of such flatter-

ing verse, and perhaps it would be well before taking up the contri-

2butions to the Viribus , and the complimentary verse selected by

Gifford, to give some attention to the mass of poetry and doggeral

rhyme which was written both by his friends and enemies after the

conspicuous failure of the New Inn . His arrogant attitude when the

play failed, as well as his anger when a similar fate overtook the

Tale of a Tub and the Magnetic Lady brot a storm of abuse upon his

* * -x # * -j'r * & * *

1. Jonson, Works, 1816, I, cccix ff.
2. Ibid. , IX, 351 to 420.
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head. Owen Feltham's attack^took the form of a parody on Jonson's

famous le to Himself , as indeed much of the criticism did , both

favorable or adverse.

"Tis known you can do well,

And that you do excell

As a translator; but when things require

A genius and a fire

Not kindled heretofore by others pains,

As oft you've wanted brains,

And art to hit the white. .

Yet if men vouch not, things apocryphal,

You bellow, rave, and spatter round your gall".

It is worthy of note that seven years later the writer of the above

has a poem of quite a different type. As in more recent times a wri-

ter was more appreciated after his death. He says in 1638:

"And now since Jonson's gone we well may say

The stage hath seen her glory and decay,

Whose judgment was refined it, who

Gave law by which hereafter, all must go,

But solid Jonson, from whose full, strong quill

Each line did like a diamond drop distill,

Though hard, yet clear."

Another contemporary of Ben's who seemed to be somewhat

inconsistent in his attitude, is George Chapman. Altho generally

regarded as a friend of Jonson's, the Ashmole Manuscript contains a

verse credit ed to Chapman of quite a different sort.

ft ft ft * # ft « « * * it

1. Jonson, New Inn , New York, 1908, p 123.

2. Jonson, Works, 1816, IX, 392.





"Great worthie, learned ^en, be pleased to light

The world with that three forked fire; nor fright

All us, the sublearned, with luciferous boast

That thou are the most great learned of all the earth,

As being a thing betwixt a human birth,

And an infernal, no humanity

Of the divine showing in thee.""*"

On the whole however Chapman is to be regarded as one of

the strong admirers of Jonson, and he has left many evidences of his

admiration in his collected works. His long poem on Sejanus , only

partly reprinted by Gifford, is in the nature of an allegory. The

elements which he most emphasizes are the careful workmanship, and

the high quality of Jonson 1

s work. It hardly seems possible that he

wrote the preceding doggeral rhyme, after we read his praise of Ben,

"So thy chaste muse by virtuous self distrust,

Which is the true work of the truest merit,

In virgin fear of men's illiterate lust

Shut her soft wings, and did not show her spirit

Till, nobly cherished, now thou let'st her fly

Singing the sable orgies of the muses,

And in the highest pitch of tragedy

Maks'st her command; all things thy ground produces,

Besides thy poem has this true respect,

That it lets nothing pass, without observing

Worthy instruction, or that might correct

p
Rude manners, and renown the well deserving."

ft * * * ft * % -* ft ft ft ft

1. Jonson, Works, lblb, I, cix.
2. Ibid. , I , cccix.
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Ho#ever much Feltham and Chapman may have atoned for their

attacks on Jonson, there were a number of poetasters who seem to hav

been always opposed to him. Of this number is Gill
1

, a man of low

character, who has the distinction of having written perhaps the

most scurrilous lines to be found in the verses written after the

failure of the New Inn . The lines are not worth quoting except as

they show the lengths to which personal abuse could go.

"Is this your loadstone Ben, that must attract

Applause and laughter at each scene and act?

Is this the child of your bed-ridden wit,

And none but Blackfriars foster it?

What general offense

Gives thy profaneness and gross impudence.

Belching out foul mouthed oaths with foul intent,

Calling us fools and rogues, unlettered men,

Poor narrow minds who cannot judge of Ben.

. A brickhill's better for thee than a stage.

Thou better knows a ground sill how to lay,

Than lay the plot and groundwork of a play,

Fall then to work in thy old age agen,

Take up your trugg and trowel gentle Ben.

Fear to touch

2
The loathed stage, for thou hast made it such."

The advice to Jonson to return to his trade as a brick layer

# i ft * ft * * ft # -* »

.

1. Dictionary of National Biography . Gill was master of StPauls
school, but lost his position, thru treasonable practices; was also
sentenced to lose his ears. His feud with Jonson was due to the
elder Gill's patronage of Cither's satires on Ben. The only thing
in his favor was his friendship with Milton, some of the letters
between Alexander Gill and the blind poet have been preserved.
2. Jonson, Works, 1816, VI, 125.
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is typical of the abuse of the time, and as we have already noted

the same idea appeared in the Satiromastix . In reply to Gill's abuse

Zcuch Townley^came to Jonson's aid, tho his assistance was hardly

needed. He said:

"His verses shall be counted censures when

Cast malefactors are made jurie men.

"

Jonson himself replied to Gill's poem in his usual sledge hammer

style, but with more than ordinary virulence, showing how much the

attack must have stung him.

"A rogue by statute, sentenced to be whipt,

Cropt, branded, slit, neck-stocked, go, you're stript.

Such counter abuse was little suited to calm the passions

of Ben's enemies, and we have a number of anonymous poems written

about the same time, that is in 1631, of wnich the following is a

fair sample.

"Listen, decaying Ben, and counsel hear,

Wits have their date and strength of brain may wear.

Age steep'd in sack hath quenched the Etheian fire,

We pity now whom once we did admire.

Thy Pegasus can stir, but thy best care,

Makes her but shuffle like the parson's mare. n
*

Many of Jonson's friends regretted the immoderate rage of

the declining poet, and remonstrated with him in the usual way of

the time in poems addressed to him. Ben certainly became very angry

in his attack on the public for being too dull witted to appreciate

# * * # -x- • * -a- #

1. Jonson, Works , 1816, VI, 126.
2. Ibid., VI, 127.
3. Jonson, New inn , New York, 1906, p 134.
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his genius, tho it seems to the reader of such a play as the dew

Inn that the public was a better judge than the writer. Thomas Ran-

dolph says with the sympathy of friendship:

"This only in my Ben I faulty find,

He's angry, they'll not seem him who are blind." 1

Garew, too, voices a similar note of reproof, with a consid-

erable critical insight into the comparative value of Jonson s la-

ter work.

"Thy comic muse from that exalted line

Touched by the Alchemist , doth since decline

From that her zenith, and fortells a red

And blushing evening , when she goes to bed.

Why should the follies then of this dull age

Draw from thy pen such an immodest rage

As seems to blast thy else immortal bays."

Jonson 's arrogance is the quality that is most noted by

those who satirized him, and from contemporary accounts as well as

from the evidence of his own works, his self assertiveness must

have been extremely provocative of such attacks. Some of the min-

or satirists of the period seemed to enjoy ridiculing their contem-

poraries wholesale, and indiscriminately. Of such general attacks

on the profession of playwriting, The Great Assi ses Holden upon

Parnassus by Apollo is one of the best examples. It is ascribed

to the pen of George Wither, who, if he was responsible for the

satire, was far more lenient with Ben than with the other dramatists

"Shakespeare's a mimick, J^assinger a sot,

* •:? -;c- -:t • #' # # # * *

1. Jonson, New Inn , ^ew York, 1908, p 126.
2. Ibid. , p 132.





Heywood for Aganippe takes a plot;

Beaumont and Fletcher make one poet, they

Single dare not adventure on a play.""
1"

Then Wither proceeds to make Jonson an officer of the court, the

jailer or "Keeper of the Trophonian Den", and a bribe offered to

Apollo is turned over to him, because of his late ill fortune in

play writing.

"Since the Tub of which he told the tale

By splitting had deceived him of his ale,

And since the New Inn too had got a crack,

He bids him take the sugar loaves and sack

To make his loved Magnetic Lady glad,

That still for want of applause was sad."

The foregoing, written in 1645, was indebted for its gener-

2
al idea perhaps to the Session of the Poe ts , produced eight years

previously by Sir John Suckling. This earlier writer gives more

attention to the self assertiveness of Ben, saying:

"The first that broke the silence was old ^en

Prepared before with Canary wine,

And told them plainly he deserved the bays,

For his were all called works where other's were but play

And bid them remember how he purged the stage

Of errors that had lasted many an age.

Apollo stopt him there, and bade him not go on.

'Twas merit, he said, and not presumption

Must carry it."

# -a -:t * ft -* * -:f # * ft * -»

1. Brydges, British Bibliographer , London, 1810, I. 519.
2. Suckling, Poems, London, 1836, p 87.
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The verse thus far quoted is connected in a greater or

less degree with the controversy following the appearance of the

New Inn . The poems now left for consideration can be conveniently

grouped as the work of the metaphysical school or of the court

writers, these two divisions including all but a very few of the

well known poets of the day. Those in the metaphysical group, or

the theological writers as they have been called, have far less

to say in regard to Len than the court poets, who in a way followed

Jonson himself. Phineas and Giles Fletcher, George Herbert, flenry

Vaughan and Francis Quarles of the religous poets make no reference

to him, while of those outside the metaphysical school, Thomas Cam

pion, Richard Lovelace amd Sandys, the translator of Ovid, give us

no hint as to their opinion of Jonson. After the Restoration, Gow-

ley, Butler, Davenant and Marvell, altho they were quite possibly

familiar with the work of the great Jacobean dramatist, have left

none of their impressions of his plays, masques or lyric poems.

This list may seem extremely long considering the abili-

ty of Jonson, but the fact that many have not mentioned him does

not necessarily mean that they were unfluenced by his work. For

example, Richard Crashaw, a member of the theological school, shows

a familiarity with Jonson ' s poetry, altho he makes no mention of

his indebtedness. Compare,

"From thy eyes he shoots his arrows,

!!!!!!! i...

Feathered with his mother's sparrows."

with Ben '

s

#*»#•» *# *

1, Crashaw, Poems , London, n.d., (Muses Library) p 2o6.
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"He hath plucked her doves and sparrows

To feather his sharp arrows. 1,1

Milton too was thoroly familiar with Jonson, tho he has but

one reference to him in his poems.

"Then to the well trod stage anon

If Jonson 1

s learned sock be on,

Or sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy's child

warble his native wood notes wild. 1,2

3
Milton read Jonson in the first editions , and when he com-

posed Comus he must have familiarized himself with the master of

masque writing, altho Comus lacks the dramatic effect of most of

Ben's work . Viilliam Goodwin believes that Milton studied Jonson

more than any other of the Elizabethan writers, and points out what

is probably an accidental resemblance between,

"Gome but keep thy wonted state."

in the J_l Penseroso » and

"State in wonted manner keep.

from Jonson' s Hymn to Cynthia .

In a manner similar to the foregoing many of the other

poets who have left no records of their impressions of Ben, might

be shown to have been familiar with his work, but it is a relief

to turn from such a necessarily vague discussion to take up those

who definitely registered their views on his ability. The founder

of the theological school of poets, John Donne, is almost the only

one of his group to write complimentary verses to Jonson. There

# # s # w x -jf -ic

1. Crashaw, Poems, (Muses Library) p 257.
2. Milton, L'Allegro , lines 132 ff.
3. Raleigh, Milton , London t°\QQ P 18.
4. Ibid. , p 185.
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are i our selections, two of them in Latin, the others in English,

in wnicn Jonson is treated more in the light of a friend than as a

XX Lei dl j man. The following, written in 1603, and hence one of the

Cell J. X fc o L examples of the complimentary verse, is a fair sample of

UIlc BUI l> of relations existing between the two great poets, of the

"Judge of strangers, trust and believe your friend,

And so me; and when I true friendship end,

With guilty conscience let me worse be stung.

As to my friend, as myself as counsel;

Let for a while the time's unthrifty rout

Condemn learning, and all your studies flout,

Well, let all pass, and trust him , who nor cracks

The bruised reed, nor quencheth smoking flax." 1

The poets remaining for our notice, were either close friend;

of Jonson, or followers of his school, so no better point of depar-

ture can be taken than Beaumont's famous "Letter" to Ben. Tho ^eau-

mont has already been treated in the light of a dramatist, he is of

sufficient worth to pass in the double role of playwright and poet

,

and his "Letter" gives us a glimpse of the life at the Mermaid

Tavern.

"What things we have seen

Done at the ^ermaid. Heard words that have been

So nibble , and so full of subtile flame

As if that everyone from whence it came

# # * *m. * * * * -* *

1. Chalmers, Works of the British Poets .London. 1810. V. 175.
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Had meant to put his whole wit in a jest,

And had resolved to live a fool the rest

Of his dull life. Ml

i

Another of Jonson s friends, Michael Drayton, has some crit-

ical reference to Ben in his verse "On Poesy". After taking up the

poets chronologically, rather than by rank in their profession, he

thus speaks of him:

"Next learned Jonson in this list I bring,

who had drunk deep of the Pierian spring.

Whose knowledge did him worthily prefer,

And long wa3 lord here of the theatre,

Who in opinion made our learnd'st to stick

Whether in poems rightly dramatic

Strong Seneca or Flautus, he or they

2
Should bear the buskin or the sock away.

"

In order to get the correct perspective on the above one must see

what the writer's opinion was of other dramatists, and this we can

gain by noting Drayton's reference to Shakespeare a few lines before

"Shakespeare, thou hads't as smooth a comic vein

Filling the sock, and in thy natural brain

As strong conception and as clear a rage

As any one who trafficed with the stage."

It is rare that we find specific criticism among the poets;

they confine themselves to general praises, and to comparing one au-

thor with another in respect to rank as first or second in greatness

One definite characteristic that they are continually pointing out

* * -* * » n ;t f * *

1. Jonson , Y/orks , 1871, I, cxiv.
2. Chalmers, V^orks of the English £oets, IV, 399.
3. Ibid., IV, 398.
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and that is judiciousness. William Browne, a follower of the Spen-

serian school of poets, does not forget this aspect of Jonson's work,

in his Brittanias Pastorals , proceeding in the following strain:

"Jonson, whose full of merit to rehearse

Too copious is to be confined to verse,

Yet there is only fittest to be known,

Could any write a line that he might own.

One so judicious, so well knowing, and

A man whose least worth is to understand.

One so exact in all he doth prefer

To able censure, for the theatre

Not Seneca transcends his worth of praise.""'"

Another attribute of Jonson's works which the poets de-

clared was very evident, was its high moral tone, its freedom from

vulgar words or situations. Gill in 1631 as we have seen, accused

Ben of profaneness and immorality in his plays, and toward the end

of the century, Dryden excused himself for using lewdness and ob-

scenity in his own comedies, by quoting the example of Jonson, "After
a.

whom he was proud to err". The seventeenth century was an age when

the writer did not scruple to avail himself of any situation to be

found in life, and circumstances not now thot proper for literary

treatment were then used freely. The reputation of Jonson, however,

was very good in this regard, when compared with his contemporaries.

Many of the eminent churchmen of the day have praise for the moral

cleanness of his dramas. To cite a specific instance, Dr. Henry King,

meant a moral as well as a structural reform when he wrote:

"It is but truth, thou taught' st the ruder age

#."#.#•*«.* # * « * ft #

1. Browne, Poems , Muses Library, I, 48.
2. Essays of John T)rvd*n

t Qxfnrrl iQnr. t 141. ^
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To speak by grammar , and. reform' st the stage.
"^

A few lines further he has:

"Thy comic muse induced such purged sense

A Lucrece might have heard without offense."

William Cartwright was also one of the divines who considered Jon-

son's plays as morally above reproach, declaring that both his

comedy and tragedy were:

"So 'bove dramatic clean

That we both safely saw and lived they scene.

No foul, loose line did prostitute thy wit.

We did the vice arranged not tempting hear,

And were made judges of bad parts by ear.

For thou ev'n sin did in such words array

That some who came bad parts, went out good play,

Which ended not with the epilogue; the age

Still acted which grew innocent from the stage.

Nothing is more enlightening concerning the common practice

of writing commendatory verses , than the example of the above au-

thor. Many of the minor poets would declare a certain author of the

highest merit, in a set of complimentary verses, and then a the publi-

cation of some other writer's work, would flatter him in a similar man-

ner, apparently forgetting their former effusions. Cartwright, him-

self tho not so blameworthy as some of his contemporaries inthis

regard, when he comes to eulogize Beaumont and Fletcher, does not

scruple to make Ben take second place:

"Jonson hath writ things lasting and Divine,

-* -* -x- # * -* # -* -a * #

1. Jonson. , Works , I, clxxx.
2. Ibid., Ix, 389.
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Yet his love scenes, Fletcher, compared to thine

Are cold and frosty, and express love so

As heat with ice, or warm fires mixed with snow.
"^

Returning to Cartwright's praise of Jonson once more, we note he

has touched upon a characteristic mentioned by John Cleveland, Bish-

op King, and Jasper Mayne. He says that Ben had the knack to,

"To strike the vice, but spare the person still."

Many of the churchmen of the day seem to have been dis-

pleased by the great quantity of amorous verse being turned out, al-

tho some of them, notably Donne and Herri ck were among the greatest

writers of such poetry. At any rate Cartwright says in praise of uen

"No woman ruled thy quill, we can descry
' 2

No verse born under any Cynthia's eye."

Jasper Mayne, a dramatic "son- of Ben", as well as a churchman, says

that the result of Jonson 's plays was that:

"Men were laughed into virtue."

When we turn from this praise of Ben's morality, the next

important point is the encomiums he received for his learning and

his fidelity to the rules of time and place. Mayne has contrasted

Jonson 's dramas with those of the romantic school in a verse that is

palpably an imitation of Ben's own thot in Every %n in His Humour .

"The scene was free from monsters, no bad plot

Called down a God t' untie th' unlikely knot

The stage was still a stage, entrances

.ere not two parts of the world, disjoined by seas.

Thine were land tragedies, no prince was found

5C- ¥: •!£ -if !?• vfr )b vf ib ->i

1. Beaumont and Fletcher, Works , I, 27.
2. Jonson, Works , 1816, IX, 384.
3. Ibid., IX, 380.
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To swim a whole scene out, then o
1

the stage drowned.

Pitched field, as Red Bull wars, still felt thy doom,

Thou laidst no seiges to the music room. "

An idea of Jonson's care^which might later have been applied to

Pope's methods of composition is given in Gartwright's poem in the

Viribus ;

"Thou wouldst not venture it unto the ear

Until the file would not make smooth but wear.

Thy verse came seasoned thence. "

In addition to this carefulness which most of the poets noted, Lord

Buckhurst touches upon the idea, then very common, that learning

was dead in England till Jonson came. Buckhurst asks,

"Why should not we, learn'd Jcnson, thee allow

An alter at the least, since by thy aid

3Learning which would have left us has been stayed.

A similar idea is voiced by Oldham, near the close of the

century, at a time when few poets made any reference to the great

dramatist. He composed perhaps the best, at le^st the most spirited

contribution on Jonson during the entire century. In reference to

Ben's care, Oldham says,

"Thou thy own works did strictly try

By known and uncontested rules of poetry,

And gave'st the sentence still impartially.

With rigour thou arranged each guilty line,

And spared no criminal sentence though 'twas thine." 4

•!£ >{ >?• -)£ -if vr -Jf -if )$ •!{• vfr a-

1. Jonson, Works , 1816, IX, 382.
2. Ibid., IX, 387.
3. Nichols, Collection of Poems , London, 1782. I, 249.
4. Jonson, Works, 1816, I, cccl.
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The learning of Jonson is contrasted with that of his greatest con-

temporary, by Ramsey in a manner which reminds us cf Jonson' s own

reference to Shakespeare deficiences in the Classics.

"That Latin he reduc'd and could command,

That which your Shakespeare scarce could understand. M ^

Another tribute to the scholarship of Jonson is worthy of note, not

only for the emphasis it puts on his carefulness of workmanship, but

also for the prominence of the writer himself. Thomas Carew declares:

"Thy labour 'd works shall last, when time devours

The abortive offspring of their hasty hours,"

In connection with this often extravigant praise of Ben's

learning , which has been rather fully noted, is the commendation

bestowed on him for his following the form of the ancients, and

using the classical materials. On this point the opinion of the poets

does not seem to be unanimous, some of them deploring his borrowings

from the old writers, some accusing him directly of theft, and some

praising his plagarisms as " successful piracies". Sir John Denham is

perhaps the most prominent of those who attack Jonson for making ov-

er the Latin literature for his own use. It is interesting to compare

his more dignified, but no less emphatic condemnation , with the

verses written by such men as Feltham after the failure of the New

Inn .

"By Shakespeare's, Jonson' s, Fletcher's lines

Our stage's lustre Rome's outshines.

Old mother wit and "ature gave

Shakespeare and Fletcher all they have.

* « -» ft • # « « ft * #

1. Library of Literary Criticism , New York, 1910, I, 759.
2. Jonson, New Inn , New York, 1908, 133.
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In Spenser and in Jonson, Art

Of slower Nature got the start.

Yet what he wrote was all his own.

He melted not the ancient gold,

Nor with ^en Jonson did make bold

To plunder all the Roman stores

Of poets and of orators."

In the above Denham was resembles most of the literary men of his

time, in regarding Shakespeare as a great natural genius, but with-

out the polish of Jonson. Gartwright, who had written in 1638 , de-

fends 5en for his borrowings, in the following lines:

"What tho thy culling muse did rob the store

Of Greek and Latin gardens, to bring o'er

Plants to thy native soil, their virtues were

Improved far more by being planted there."

An even bolder defense of Jonson is made by an anonymous writer in

the commendatory verse which Gifford collected. In common with

many of the literary men he voices the idea that the English lan-

guage was deficient until Ben had developed it:

"He dug pure silver from the Roman mine,

And pressed his image on the coin.

We all rejoiced to see the pillaged ore,

Our tongue enrich that was so poor before.

Fear not, learned poet, our impartial blame,

Such thefts as these add lustre to thy name,

Are noble thefts, successful piracies." ^

# * * * * * # # -» * *

1. Cowley.
2. Chalmers, Works of the English Poets, VI, 247.
3. Jonson, V.orks, 1S16, IX, 387.
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The same thot of Jonson's borrowing with the intention to enrich the

language, is mentioned by Anston Cockayne, whom we have already not-

ed in the section on the dramatists, as a son of Ben: He says that

Jonson

:

"Made our English tongue so swell that now

That scarce an equal unto it allow.

Oldham , fifty years later, follows the same line of commendation,

stating that Greece and Rome ,

g
"Both were thy humble tributaries made."'

A few of the poets of the seventeenth century were bold e-

nough to assign to Jonson the honor of being the first true English

dramatist. Oldham, who thruout his Ode shows the most extravagant

admiration for Ben, begins his verse thus:

"Hail mighty founder of our stage, for so I dare

Entitle thee, nor any modern censures fear,

Nor care what thy unjust detractors say.
»

They'll say perhaps, that others did materials brin^,

That others did the first foundations lay;

And glorious 'twas, we grant, but to begin,

But thou alone could finish the design,

All the fair model, and the workmanship was thine." 4

That this idea that Jonson was the founder of the stage was prevalent

during his own life time is shown by the contribution in the compli-

mentary verse, signed I. C, probably standing for John Cleveland:

"Proceed in thy brave rage

###*-• K ,f * * :
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Which roused up the stage

Unto a height , as Rome in all her state

Or Greece might emulate.

The realism *hich Jonson brought to the stage, is scarcely

touched upon by the poets of his day. Edmund Waller, who began to

write before T637, altho he tells us he never met Jonson, empha-

sizes the realistic portrayal of character in Ben's plays in the

following manner:

"Mirror of poets, mirror of our age,
• ••••••••••
Thcu hast alone those various inclinations

Which nature gives to ages, sexes, nations,

That what e'er conditions has imposed on men

Is represented to the wondering eyes

Of all that see or read thy comedies."

The more important characteristics of Jonson, such as his

learning, classical affiliations and the like which drew the great-

eat number of commendations, have already been noted, but it remains

to touch on some points which seem to have attracted less attention.

Strange to say I have been able to find but one poet who referred to

the lyric quality of Ben's verse.

"For lyric sweetness in an ode or sonnet,

To Ben the best of wits might vail his bonnet."

Another obscure writer thinks very highly of Jonson' s wit, meaning

humor probably, since he compares it to his learning.

"If thy lore were equal to thy wit

1. Jonson, New Inn, New York 1908, p 128.
2. Jonson, V.orks , 1816, I, cccxlii.
5. Library of -literary Criticism , I, 759. ftilliam Hodgson, 1516.
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Thou in Apollo's chair might justly sit." 1

On the other hand, Alexander Brome, the editor of Richard Brome '

s

dramatic works, seems to treat the wit of Jonson rather patronizingly!

"Jonson and Taylor in their time were both good wits." 2

Other generalizations in regard to Ben's work appear in the names

that were applied to him such as, "Father of poets", or the "Horace

of our times. Denham , in spite of his adverse criticism quoted

somewhat earlier, ranks Jonson among the highest of former days, al-

tho he seems to have erred in the matter of Cowley's period of work.

"When Jonson, Shakespeare and theyself did sit

And swayed in the triumverate of wit.

Robert Herrick, perhaps the most prominent of the tribe of

Ben, has thus far been left unnoted, because he has left no specific

criticism. His work is more in the spirit of personal friendship and

descipleship, than of literary appreciation, and breaths much the

same spirit as Beaumonts "Letter" quoted earlier in the chapter, The

following is an example of the sort of poems that Herrick loved to

write, concerning his old master in lyrical verse.

"Ah Ben,

Say how, or when

Shall we thy guests,

Meet at those lyric feasts

Made at the Sun,

The Dog, and Triple Tun,

Where we such cluster had

As made us nobly wild, not mad

Sfr -3t % "5c -Ar H ic # ->r %r

1. Library of Literary Criticism , I, 78b, V.illiam Gamoge, 1613.
2. Chalmers, Works of the Engli sh Poets . VI, &79

,

5. Library of Literary Criticism , I, 759, Henry Chettle.
4. Jonson, 7.orks , 1816, IX, 364 . Cartwright

.

5. Cowley. 6. Chalmers. Works of the English Poetg. TV. 399.
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And yet each verse of thine

Outdid the meat, outdid the frolic wine. 1,1

Herrick stands as the great representative of the classical lyric as

distinguished from the Elizabethan modelled on Italian forms. Thru

Jonson's influence the classical lyric"became supreme in the drama",

and Herrick passed along the same influence to his successors at

court. Most of the cavalier poets and the poets of the Restoration

are deepl: affected bj it and one has only to glance thru their poemji

noting the spirit of Catullus, Horace and of the Odes of Anachreon,

to understand how powerfully Jonson had reacted upon their work. Of

all the poets of the age Herrick stands closest to Ben. He possessed

Jonson's poetic taste, precision, regard for lucidity with a deli-

cate charm and spontaneity which Jonson lacked. "He has an all pre-

vading sense of descipleship on everything pertaining to the canons

of poetic art"
4

. This appears in many of his lyrics, and nowhere

better than in his'Prayer to ^eri'.

"When I a verse shall make,

Know I have prayed thee,

For old religions' sake,

Saint Ben to aid me.

Make the way smooth for me

When I thy Herrick,

Honouring thee, on my knee

Offer my lyric.

Candles I'll give to thee,

* * **********
1. Herrick, Poems , Muses Library, II, 110.

2. Cambridg e History of English Literature, VII, 4.

3. Ibid. , VII, 11.

4. Ibid. , Vii , 12.
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And a new alter,

And thou, Saint Ben, shall be

Writ in my Psalter.

"

So much for the recorded opinion of the poets of the sev-

enteenth century. They seem for the most part to admire Jonson's work

very highly, but when one notes the great preponderance of the poems

written in the Viribus or the commendatory verses at the time of the

production of certain of his plays, the striking fact is^the abrupt-

ness with which all reference to him ended with his death. In this

study, verses from sixty four poets, exclusive of the dramatists,

have been found, in addition to a number of selections from anony- 1

mous writers. Of the sixty four who have signed name, pseudonym, or

initials, only six wrote their contributions after 1638, the year of

the appearance of the Viribus . Of these six there is one of whom we

are not sure, George Wither being only credited with the Great Assis -

es Holden on Parnassus » satirical in style as was Suckling's Session

of the Poets . The remaining four, that is Denham, Herrick, Oldham

and Dryden, are the only poets in the period from 1638 to 1700 who

seem to have favorably considered Jonson's work, a remarkable con-

trast to the first' third of the century, in which fifty eight spoke

admiringly of their great contemporary.

There are several reasons for this apparent change of

sentiment among the writers of the time. The same thing, tho in a

less degree, was true as we have seen of the dramatists, and was due

to very much the same conditions. A large part of Jcnson's contempr-

rary fame rested upon his masques, which, transitory in nature, were

% -* * Jf -* ft 41 *

1. Herrick, Poems, Muses Library, II, 11.
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never revived, and had an influence only during the period in 7/hich

they were written. The Civil War put and end to literary work for

more than a decade, and during the time the theatres were closed,

from 1642 to 1660, Jonson's plays had time to be forgotten. They had

never the popular appeal of some of his contemporaries' dramas, and

being seldom played after the restoration did not make a direct im-

pression on the poets of the day. Altho Jonson unquestionably deeply \

influenced the court poets of the Restoration, in was rather thru

the poetry of his desciple, Herrick, than directly, and so the wri-

ters of the period make little reference to Ben. The literary men

of Charles the Second's and ^ames the Second's time were prone to

regard the earlier age as being unrefined, and tho Jonson held a

higher place than most of his contemporaries, still he was naturally

neglected. Another reason for the changed attitude of the latter part

of the century is the fact that a literary dictator, such as he was,

always commands more apparent popularity during his life than after-

wards. His namesake in the next century experienced much the same

fate, tho his reputation was not affected by other forces as was ^ens

A leader of this sort in the literary world wins, or rather commands,

the admiration of his fellows. The better class praise him, the me-,

diocre eulogize him and few dare to dispute his worth or his dictates

So much the more was Jonson dreaded for his power of controversy, his

keen satire and crushing denunciations. The reasons given all tend

to the same end, and account for his amazing lack of notice among the

poets after his death. Most of them wrote occasional verse, and were

"idle singers of an empty day", rather than great poets. Cowley v/as

hailed by some, and Waller by others as the great English representa-

tive in this field of literature, while -fen seems to have been neglec

ted, far more by the poetic fraternity, than by either the dramatists
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or the critics of the period.

John Clevelands eulogy which appears on the title page of

Gifford's edition of Jonson, must in its own day have found few to

echo its sentiments.

"The muses fairest light in no dark time,

The wonder of a learned age; the line

i.hich none could pass; the most proportioned wit

To nature, the best judge of what was fit,

The deepest , plainest , highest, clearest pen,

The voice most echoed by consenting men;

The soul which answered best to all was said

By others, and which most requital made".





CHAPTER IV

JONSON'S REPUTATION AMONG THE ORITICS OF THE

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Criticism as a separate department of literary effort

scarcely existed until the publication in 1583 of Sir Philip Sidney's

Apologie for Poetrie . There had been before this scraps of critical

opinion in prefaces or stray stanzas of more ambitious works, but

Sidney's little book was the first that attempted something liked

an analysis and an appreciation of the subject of poetry. Important

as this work is, it is a somewhat lonely landmark in the field of

English criticism, for not until the last third of the seveneteenth

century do we come upon much of a like value. What literary opinions

we do find are generally lacking in discrimination; praise or blame

is confined for the most part to generalities, and to dogmatic state-

ments as to the excellence or the inferiority of the subject under

consideration. This lack of development along critical lines is due

to a number of cooperating factors. Perhaps the most important of

them is the fact that the beginning of the century was an age of

great productivity, and such periods in literary history are found

to be genrally lacking in critical work. Productive work and crit-

icism , it seems, are seldom able to exist at the same time^but al-

ternate in the attention of literary men. Time must also elapse in

order to get a proper perspective on the writings of any age; and

when we do have an attempt a contemporary analysis, altho it some-

times is surprisingly correct, it too often seriously misjudges.

In the second place the Puritan movement, early in the
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century had begun to separate the English people into two classes,

the one, which seeing the evil effects of much of the drama, attacked

all play writers indiscriminately; while the other, losing sight of

everything but its hostility to the Puritans, defended with equal

vigor not only the better plays, such as Jonson's, but al_so the im-

moral and degraded comedy that had called forth the attacks of their

opponents.

William Prynne, who suffered so terribly after the publica-

tion of his Histriomastix , is the foremost representative of the move

ment which in 1642 resulted in the closing of the theatres. This book

illustrates a tendency which found expression earlier in Gosson's

School of Abuse published in 157? , and which appears prominently a

century later in the work of the long needed champion of stage moral-

ity, Jeremy Collier. But tho Prynne ' s punishment of having his books S

burned, having his ears cut off, of paying an enormous fine, and of

being imprisoned for life was severe even for that age, it must be

remembered that it was not due merely to his Phillipic against the

stage, but to the fact that incidentally he had attacked the charac-

ter of the Q,ueen of Charles I. It is hardly probaoly that Prynne «as

familiar with Jonson's plays, for we have his own statement that on

first coming to London he saw four dramas, and was heartily ashamed

for so doing. He must, however, had Ben prominently in mind, for the

period when the Histriomastix was written was the time of Jonson's

greatest vogue. Prynne divided his great work, it consisted of more

than a thousand pages of fine type, into acts and scenes, and if we

had any evidence that he was familiar with Jonson, the introduction

of the chorus between the acts might be considered as a reference to

that playwright. At any rate Ben was doubtless destined in the mind

of the critic who knew no degrees of morality in stage craft, to the
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awful fate the authorities cited had assigned to all connected with

the playhouse. Prynne's title page gives enough indication of the

indiscriminate attack on the dramatists"*".

Aside from the denunciation of the Puritan party there an

only three men in the first quarter of the century that are worthy

of attention here. The first is a traveller rather than a critic, but

important as one of the few men outside of the literary field who has

a reference to Jonson. Sir Thomas Smith, in his Voiage and Entertain -!

ment in Rushia, tells us that Ben gives "the soul of the acting idea 1

and "teaches the reader by his industries". John Webster:* already

noted, gives some critical attention to Jonson, but not till 1616 do

we get an attmpt to dif^renciate the writers of the age. In that year

Edmund Bolton wrote his Hypercri tica f or"Rules of judgment for writ-

ing or reading our histories". He is primarily interested in the

language employed by the different authors, and in consequence per-

haps of the somewhat onesided view, he has come to some peculiar

conclusions as to the respective merits of the various writers. He

commends Surrey's sonnets, but does not admire Spenser, and he con-

fuses worth with mediocrity in stating that, "The English poems of

Sir Walter Raleigh, of John Donne, of Hugh Holland, but especially

% -* -tf * f ft ft ft ft

l.It states that: "Popular stage-plays( the very pomps of the Devil
which we renounce in baptism, if we believe the fathers) are sinful,
heathenish, lewd, ungodly spectacles, and most pernicious corruptions
condemned in all ages, as intolerable mischiefs to ch'urches, to Bep-
ublics, to the manners, minds and sould of men. And that the profes-
sion of play-poets, of stage-players, together with the penning, act-
ing and frequenting of stage-plays are unlawful, infamous and misbe-
seeming Christians." Histriomastix , London, 1633.
2. Library of Literary Criticism , I, 758. Smith was a traveller and
merchant, having been the first president of the East India Company.
He published his book, Voiage and Entertainment in Hushia, in 1605.
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of Sir Foulk Greville in his matchless Mustapha , are not easily to

be mended. ' After thus betraying his lack of appreciation he goes on

to say: "If I should declare my own rudeness rudely I should then

confess that I na'ever tasted English more to my liking, or more smar

or more put to the height to use in poetry, than in that vital, ju-

dicious and most practicable language of Benjamin Jonson s poems.

The poets as we have seen paid far less attention to Jon-

son after his death than they did when he could still rule his liter

ary kingdom; the theatre-goers after the Restoration seem to have

cared less for his plays than for the dramas of his contemporaries;

but the critics gave him more and more attention as time went on. Of

the numerous band of writers who aspired to pass judgment on liter-

ature, three stand out prominently as illustrating the critical

movements. They are; John Dryden, who at one time allies himself

with the neo-classicists , at another with the patriotic group, or

with the school of taste; Jeremy Collier, the champion of those op-

posing the immorality of the stage; and Thomas Rymer, of the school

of reason, or as he calls it, common sense.

At first, however, a Drief view of the minor critics will

give a background against which we can place the more important men.

Richard Flecknoe is one of the earliest of these lesser lights, hav-
g <AOtt

c
>

ing published his Short Pi scourse on the English Stage in 1660. He

the ideas noted again and again in the chapter on poets, that Jon-

Jf & -<f X- w vr
:
j'e ir i'r #

1. Spingarn, Critical Essays o f the Seventeenth Century , I, 111.
2. Library of Literary Criticism , I, 760. "Shakespeare excelled in a

natural vein, Fletcher in wit, and Jonson in gravity or ponderous-
ness of style; whose only fault was, he was too elaborate, and had
he mixed less erudition with his plays, they had been more pleasant
and delightful than they are." Flecknoe was an Irish priest and
critic , whose name Dryden uses in his satire on Shadwell as the
symbol of a wretched critic.
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son was exceptionally learned and judicious. Two years later Thomas

Fuller refers to the oft mentioned relation between Ben and the rules

of the ancients. John Aubrey in 1669 records that Jonson , "Acted

and wrote, but both very ill at the Green Curtain, a kind of nursery

or obscure playhouse, somewhere in the suburbs."

Edward Phillips, who derives his fame rather from his be-

ing a nephew of Milton than from his own work, in 1675 once more re-

fers to the "most judicious" Jonson, but he strikes a new note in his

comparison of his comedies and tragedies, saying that,

"

Se janus and

the Catiline seem to have more of the artificial or inflate, than of

2 x
a- pathetical or natural tragic height." Lord T«ilmot says , two years

« •* # * #

1. Library of Literary Criticism , I, 761. From fuller's Worthies , "He
taught the stage exact conformity to the laws of comedians. His com-
edies took not so well on the first stroke as on the rebound, when
beheld a second time; yea they will endure reading, and that with du
commendation as long as either ingenuity or learning are fashionable
in our nation.

"

2. "Ibid., I, 761. Aubrey is too uncritical of his sources to be of
great value. He adds: "Then he undertook again to write a play, and
did hit it admirably well, His Everyman . . . which #as his first
good one". From Aubrey's Lives .

3. Ibid., I, 747. From the Theatrum Poetarum Angliorum , In addition
Phillips say s

: "Fen jamin Jonson, the most learned, judicious, and cor-
rect, generally so accounted of our English comedians. In three of hi
comedies, viz the Fox , Alchemist , and Silent \\ oman he may be compared
in the judgment of learned men, for decorum, language, and well humor
ing of parts as well with the chief of the ancient Greek and Latin
comedies, as the prime of the Italians. . . And as for the rest
let the name of B©n Jonson protect them agaisnt whoever shall think
fit to be severe in censures against them."
4. Spingarn, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century, II, 283,
Lord Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, a court poet and amateur critic 3ays:

"A jest in 3Com points out and hits the thing
More home than the morosest satire's sting.
Shakespeare and Jtnson did in that excell,
And might in this be imitated well.
But does not Dryden find ev'n Jcnson dull
Fletcher and ^eaumont incorrect or full
Of lewd lines as he calls
Style stiff and affected?"

em, Shakespeare s
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aftervard that Shakespeare and °onson might well be imitated in the

use of the jest to attack evil, and notes that Dryden has found Pri-

son dull reading. On the other hand the Earl of Mulgrave"*" at the

same period says the contemporary drama fails to please, and that the

public is only partial to the dead, an idea which seems to be at var-

iance with most of the opinions of the period. Gerard Langbaine in

1691, in his Essay on Dryden devote3 most of the space in defending

Jonson form Dryden' s accusations of plagarism, low wit and solecisms

in speech. This extended defense is an evidence of Langbaine ' s par-

tiality for Ben, for in his book on Dramati c Poets he seems to take

great delight in accusing other writers of thefts of plot or character

One department of Jonson' s work of which no other critic

has noted is mentioned by William V»otton in his Essay on Ancient and

Modern Learning5 , viz, Ben's study of grammar. He says, "Ben Jonson

was the first man that I know of that did anything considerable in it,

and he left his work unfinished.

"

It is interesting to note here that the youthful Addison

4
in 1693 in his poem on the Greatest English Poets passes from Spenser

to Cowley ("a mighty genius") without mentioning Shakespeare or Jonsor

In addition to these men, one French critic is to be given

#•-#-.#-# ft -;c- * # # ft

l.Spingarn, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century , II, 295.
"And then they rail at th 1 age they cannot please
Conclude us partial only to the dead,
And grudge the sign of old Ben Jonson 's head.

. Vihen the intrinsic value of the stage,
Can scarce be judged but by the following age

sense will no longer submit to fools."
2. Ibid., Ill, 113. Langbaine, Essay on Dryden . Langbaine says in his
article on Jonson in the Account of the English Dramat ic Poets , page
285, "As to his poetry I dare not pretend to give judgment on it, it
deserving more than my faint praise can reach.

"

3. Ibid., Ill, 225.
4. Chalmers, Works of the English Poets . IX, 529.
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notice here, not only from the fact that as a foreignor his ideas

have an added significance and impartiality, but also from the effect

which his views had on Bryden. Sainte-Evremond lived for so long a

period in England that he may almost be considered an English critic,

but he brot to the country of his adoption a liberality of thot, and

talent for criticism wnich was by no means common. His ideas that

strict conformity to the rules of the ancients was unnecessary for

literary success were of influence on Dryden, but he also recognized

the admirable qualities of the classical drama. In speakin of the

English he says:

"II n'y a point de come'die qui se conforme plu3 a celle des

anciens qu. l'angloise, pour ce qui regarde les moeurs c'est la repre

sentation de la vie ordinaire selon la diversite' des humeurs et les

different 3 caracters des hommes. ""*" In speaking of humors he has in

mind the sort of comedy to which Jonson was most given, and thruout

the essay we feel that Ben occupies the entire field of vision. A

little later the critic is more specific. "C'est un Alchemi ste qui

par les illusions de son art entretient les espe'rances trompeuses d'

un vain curieux. . . C'est un amant bizarre, un faux brave, un

faux savant, l'un avec des extravagances naturelles, les autres avec

de ridicules affectations." We find him in another paragraph defend-

ing the English for not keeping strictly to one action thruout, and

p
intimating that they gain a superiority over the French by so doing.

"Comme ils renoncent presque toujours a l'unitie d'action, pour re-

presenter une personne principale qui les divertit par les different*

actions; ils quittent souvent aussi cette personne principale, pour

-;?• a •>{• -if -if -if -if -if

l.Sainte-Evremond, Qeuvres Lielees , Paris, 1665, II, 383.
2. Ibid., II, 366.
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faire voir diversment ce qui arrive, en lieux publics, 'a plusiers

personnes. Ben Jonson en a U3e de la sorte dans Bartholomew Fair .

"

Saint e-Evremond is very generous in assigning Jonson a place along-

side of his own countrymen. In a summary he says, "Notre Moliere a

qui les anciens ont inspire le bol* spirit de la come'die, egale leur

Ben Jonson a bien repre'senter les diverses humeurs et les differente*

manieres des homines; l'un et l'autre conservant dans leurs peintures

un just rapport avec le genie de leur nation."^

When we turn from this liberal minded Frenchman to the

English critics again, the most important figure in the latter half

of the seventeenth century is John Dryden. He stands far above his

contemporaries, and with the exception of Jonson himself, is the

greatest English critic until well into the eighteenth century. Althc

occasionally he was driven by a somewhat time serving disposition

characteristic of hi3 age, or by the desire to excuse his own errors

by the example of former writers, and hence took untenable positions,

he still remains as one who had the clearest appreciation of the

comparative worth of his predecessors in the literary field. He had

scarcely an authority upon wuich to base his opinions, and was seek-

2
ing as he himself tells us, "in a vast ocean of criticism." The

French and the ancients had been long considered guides, but no En-

glishmen had as yet begun to chart the depths. As one landmark he

held to the rules, but he seldom lets them interfere with his sound

descrimination, with the impression that the thing itself made upon

him. "He had" says Saintsbury , "A strong , clear, common sense judg-

ment, and a great deal of acuteness in arguing a point. "^

H % -x- -)r -x- -Jt % -;<• -if-

1. Sainte-Evremond, Qeuvres Melees , II, 38b.
2. Saintsbury , History of Criticism , II, 371.
3. Ibid. , II, 372.
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One may say that he is at his best in his discussion of

Jonson in the Essay of Dramatic Poesy which, tho written three years

earlier was not published until 1668. He discusses the subject of

the English drama in dialogue form, he himselt defending in the

guise of ^eander, the Fnglish stage against the ancients and the

French. V.e find him assigning a high place to Jonson, and admiring

him for his sound judgment and careful scholarship, which were qual-

ities as we have seen which elicited the greatest praise from the

poets.

"As for Jonson to whose character I am now arrived, if we

look upon nim when he was himself (for his last plays were but his

dotages), I think him the most learned and judicious wfciter which

any theatre ever had. ... In his works you find little to re-

trench or alter. . . . Something of art was wanting till he

came. Humour was his proper sphere, and he delighted most to rep-

resent mechanic people."-*- In this appreciation of Ben's skill in

the use of' humours Dryden had_, as we have seen, the support of Sainte-

Evremond, who expressed the same ideas in his Essay on English Com-

edy . But Dryden also touches a point often raised by detractors of

Jonson, that is his translating of the classical writers into his

2
own works. "There is scarcely a poet or a historian" says the

critic , "Among the Roman authors of those times which he has not

translated in his Se janus or Catiline .

"

It is interesting to note Drydens view of Ben's great con-

temporary, for there is something about his statement that has a

modern ring. He says that , "Shakespeare was the Homer ^or the father

1. Dryden, Essays of John Dryden , Oxford, 1900, I, 81.
2. Jonson was particualrly open to this accusation, which the oppo-
nents in the War of the Theatres were not slow to seize upon.
3. Essays of John Drvdan. T. 14ft.
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of our English dramatic poets; Jonson was the Virgil or the pattern

of elaborate writing. I admire nim but I love Shakeapeare

.

H Beau-

mont and Fletcher are the other Elizabethan to whom Dryden devoted

his attention, and in some ways he considers that they surpassed

both Shakeapeare and Jonson. Ke have his statement for the value

that their own age put upon their works. "Yet the age in which he

(Shakespeare) lived , and had contemporaries with him Fletcher and

Jonson, never equalled them to him in their esteem. And in the last

i 2
King's court, where Ben s reputation was highest, Sir John Suckling,

and with him the greater part of the courtiers, set our Shakeapeare

far above him.

Dryden makes Jonson bow to Fletcher in some things, avow-

ing on insufficient evidence it would seem, that "Ben Jonson while

he lived submitted all his writings to his (Fletcher's) censure, and

used tis thought his judgment in correcting if not contriving all

his plots. "^ Again in the same essay he says;"I am apt to believe

that in them (Beaumont and Fletcher) the English Language arrived at

its highest perfection. Shakespeare is likewise a little obsolete,

5
and Ben Jonson's wit comes short of theirs."

Altho Dryden considered that the dramatists of his own

age surpassed all their predecessors in power of character delinia-

tion, he gives the prize to Beaumont and Fletcher for that ability

for the period in which they lived. He says that True.vit in the Si

lent Woman is Jonson's masterpiece of characterization, but thinks

# # # • # • # • It *

1. Essays of John Dryden t I, 82.
2. Suckling was hostile to Jonson, as we have already seen in the
chapter on the poets.
3. Essays of John Dryden , I, 80.
4. Ibid. , I, 80.
5. Ibid. , I, 81.
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that Truewit is something of a pedant, and adds that he would only

be,"n fine gentleman at a University." Shakespeare is best in ^er-

trucio, Dryden continues, but here again perfect success has not been

attained. "Fletcher's Don Juan is our only bugbear"} he says, (i. e.

in proving the Elizabethan drama inferior to the later period in char-

acterization). This same attitude of considering the former age as

lacking in refinement is current among the writers at the end of the

seventeenth century, and is summed up by Dryden as follows* "I have

always acknowledged the wit of my predecessors, with all the venera-

tion that becomes me, but I am sure their wit was not that of gentle-

men; there was ever something that was ill bred and clownish about i?

Our critic is very little given to picking out minor flaws

i

but he does devote some attention to Jonson s lapses from grammar or

good form. He seems to consider these faults as all the more reprehen

sible, owing to the fact that he was so much more learned. "And what

correctness", he exclaims, "After this can be expected from Shakes-

peare , or from Fletcher, who wanted the learning and care which

Jonson had.

"

Dryden frequently compares Shakespeare with Jonson, not

always with the same results. An instance in which he seems more than

usually swayed by the opinions of those around him occurs in the pre-

face to the Rival Ladies , where he say s
, "Shakespeare who created the

stage among us had written happily rather than knowingly and justly,

And Jonson, who by studying Horace, had been acquainted with the

# * * x # -s * # * ft
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Essays of JohnDryden

, I, 174. Befense of the Epilogue.
2. Ibid., I, 174.
3. ibid.

, I, 109.
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rules, yet seemed to envy to posterity that knowledge." 1 Further on

in the same preface he uses a different basis for comparison. "'Tis

one of the excellences of Shakespeare that the names of his person-

ages are generally apparent, and you see their bent and inclinations.

Fletcher comes far short of him in this, as he does in almost every-

thing. But of a'l poets this commendation is to be given Ben Jonson,

that the names, even of the most inconsiderable persons in his plays[

2
are everywhere apparent."

Dryden exonerates Jonson from one of the faults with which

he had charged Shakespeare and Fletcher, that is the neglect of the

decorum of the stage, and gives an excuse for the offendors which be-

trays a misjudgment of the worth of earlier literature. "But the time

were ignorant in which they lived. Poetry was then if not in its in-

fancy, at least not arrived to its vigor and maturity."^

In the prefact to the Mock Astrologer Dryden attempts to

excuse the immoral tendencies in his own play3, by citing Ben Jonson

4
after whom he "is proud to err" It is unquestionably true that to

the modern taste many of the witticisms and phrases in the work of

the Elizabethan writers are vulgar and indecent, but that age was

so far superior to the period of the Restoration, that it is amusing

to hear Dryden and others try to extenuate their own laxity in mor-

ality by citing Shakespeare or Jonson. Jeremy Collier's reply to such

excuses will be noted later.

•Altho Dryden at times reflects the biased and distorted

views of his own age, he has a clearer appreciation of the Elizabe-

****** * a * * *

l.This idea was a common one among the literary men of thetime. "'ore
than one of Ben's contemporaries mentioned this supposed characteris-
tic, cf. James Howell's lettej to Hawk

,

Library of Literary 6ri ticism ,

1, 746, "Ben had barreled up a good deal of knowledge.

"

2, Essays of John Dryden , Preface to Triilus abd 'Cressidal , 217.
3, Ibid., I, 164. (Defense of the Epilogue). 4. Ibid., I. 141.
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than dramatists than did any of his contemporaries. He ascribes to

Jonson carefulness and art, skill in plot construction, good charac-

ter painting of "mechanic 11 people tho less successful in those ot

high rank, and an ingenius adaptation of ancient literature. In the

opposite scale he puts the fact that Jonson was too elaborate and

heavy at times, that he lacked the refinement of later days, and that

he at times lapsed from good grammar and good breeding. He credits

Ben with being learned, but accuses him of trying to keep all the

critical knowledge to himself; he gives him praise for adherence to

the rules, but says that at times he becomes pedantic. Dryden attempt!

a short summary, comparing the three greatest dramatists of the pre-

ceding age, in nis Essay of Dramatic r'oes.y .

"Let us therefore admire the beauties and heights of ohake

spear without falling after him into carelessness. Let us imitate the

quickness and easiness of Fletcher, (but avoid the incorrectness of

his language). Let us ascribe to Jonson the height and accuracy of hii

plots, his choice of characters, and in maintaining what he had chos-

en to the end."^"

Turning now from the best critic of his time, let us ex-

amine the opinions of one whom Macaulay distinguishes as the worst

critic that ever lived. Thomas Kymer was the leader of the school of

common sense, and allied himself, in some measure with the neo-clas-

sical group. His desire that all literature should have a firm foun-

dation in reason or common sense, that the writer must keep his feet

upon the ground, left little room for the appreciation of the finer

beauties of poetry or of the drama.

His views on Shakespeare are perhaps the best known of thi£

* * * * * * ff ft ft * ft ft

1. Essays of John Drvden . I, 176. Defense of the Epilogue.
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author's work, because most at variance with modern ideas. He finds

Julius Caesar and Othello to be serious offendors against the rules,

and against reason, saying of the latter that it works to, "Disorder

our thoughts, delude our senses, addle our brain, hair our imagina*.

tion, corrupt our appetite, and fill our head with vanity, confusion,

Tintemasse, and Jingle- jangle . "^"We might expect that a little more

favor might be shown to Ben, but find that he too comes in for his

share of adverse criticism. Unfortunately Rymer treats of tragedy

alone, while Jonson is acknowledged to have been most successful in

comedy,

This critic nowhere discusses Ben so extensively as he

does Shakespeare or Fletcher, paying him scarcely any attention in

his Tragedies of the Last Age written in 1678. Here he has but a

single sentence , altho one which in a way is complimentary, in re-

gard to Jonson. "Nor can I be displeased with honest Ben, when he

rather chooses a mel/on of his neighbor than to treat us with a

pumpion of his own growth." Fifteen years later, in the Short View

of the Tragedy , he takes up Catiline with a preliminary sentence whic

promises well, but which is followed by criticism as adverse as any

he had bestowed on other writers: "Ben Jonson knew how to distinguish

men and manners at another rate. In Catiline we find ourselves in

1. Spingarn, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century , II, 255.
Rymer deems determined to find as much fault with the plays of his
own time, saying, "We want a law for acting the Rehersal once a week
to keep us in our senses, and secure us against noise and nonsense,
the farce and fustian whicri in the name of tragedy have so long in-
vaded and usurp our theatre." Of Fletcher, the third great Elizabe-
than dramatist, he has no better opinion. "The characters are all im-
probable and improper to the highest degree, besides that their ac-
tions and all the lines of the plav run so wide from the plot that
scarce ought could be imagine more to the contrary."
2. Ibid. , II , 208.
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Europe, we are no longer in the land of savages, blackamoores , bar-

barians and monsters . This last is a reference to Othello which he

has just been analyzing. The rest of his criticism is of the common

sense school. Rymer complains of the ghost for appearing in Catiline' ;

sleeping apartment instead of "some eminence where all Rome is with-

er

in his view.

One aspect of Jonson which seems to have awakened Rymer 's|

admiration was the use of the chorus in Catiline , altho he thinks it

introduced and managed badly. The chorus as part of the classical

drama naturally appealed to Rymer, altho it must have been hard to

justify on purely common sense grounds. At any rate he says that;

'Ben Jonson, besides his common sense to tell him that the unity of

action was necessary, had stumbled on a chorus. Yet the cnorus is

of all wonders the strangest.- . . . Sylla's ghost though never

so big might slide in at the key hole, but how comes the chorus into

Catiline's cabinet?" 3

V.hile Rymer acknowledged Jonson' s greatness as a writer

of comedy, he continually condemns him as a composer of tragic drama

"It is strange," he declares, "That Ben who knew the turn of comedy

so well; and had found the success , should grope thus in the dark,

and jumble things together without head or tail, without rule or

proportion, without any reason or design. Might not the Acts of the

Apostles, or a life in the Plutarch be as well acted and as properly

4
called a tragedy, as any history of a conspiracy." On the next page

Rymer again refers to Shakespeare, and in spite of his severe criti-

cism of Ben , he shows that he considers him as far superior to the

•X- -2f -Jf -3fr /f- # # •« # ii

1. Rymer, A Short View of the tragedy , London, 1693, p 159.
2. Ibid. , p 159.
3. Ibid. , p 160.
4. Ibid. , p 161.

.
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writer of Othello . "One would not talk of rules", says Rymer, "Or

what is regular with Shakespeare, or any follower in the gang of

strolling fraternity; but it is lamentable that -Ben Jonson, his ston<

and his timber, however otherwise of value, must lie a miserable hea;

of ruins, for want of architecture, or some son of Vitruvius to join

them together.

While the critic admires Jonson for his classical leanings

he condemns him for a too slavish follwing of the ancients. "What

material is there in this Catiline ',' he says, "Either in manners, in

thoughts or expression ,( three parts of the tragedy) which is not

p
word for word translation?" ' In the same paragraph Rymer exemplifies

the views of the classical school in regard to the mixture of com-

edy with tragedy, lie declare, "For -"en to sin thus against the clear-

est light and conviction, argues a strange stupidity; it is bad e&

nough in him against his judgment and conscience to interlard so

much fiddle-faddle, comedy and apocryphal matters in the history."

A little later the critic sums up the views which are still held by

many dramatic critics. "When a poet had chosen a subject of importance

sufficient and proper for tragedy, there is no room for this petty

.,3
interlude and diversion.

Rymer distributes his blame about equally to the three

great dramatists of the previous age, with perhaps a slight bias in

the direction of Jonson. One wishes that he had given more attention

to comedy, for while saying nothing of Shakespeare or Fletcher, he

gives ^en credit for success and understanding in that sort of play-

writing. He also gives him credit for observing the unites of time

•*•>* -a % ft # -:f # * -*

1. Rymer, Short View of the Tragedy , p 161.
2. Ibid. , p 163.
3. Ibid. , p 163.
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and place, but thinks him all the more to be condemned for knowing

how tragedy should be written, and yet sinning against his own judg-

men. As for Shakespeare, Rymer do< s not expect him to know anything

about the art of the drama.

A representative of another group of critics, the moral-

ists, may be cited in Jeremy Collier, whose work beginning in 1698,

extends well into the eighteenth century. Be represents a phase in

criticism that in many respects is similar to that of William Prynn

'.Vhile far less fanatical than the earlier writer, before he reaches

the end of his book he has forgotten that his discussion is on the

immorality of the drama and attacks all plays and playwrights alike.

High churchman as he is at times he closely approached the Puritan

method of denunciation, declaring that stage plays are , "Canities of

the wicked world, and works of the Devil in the most open and em-

M

1

phatic signification. The burden of his attack was directed agains -

the Restoration drama, which certainly deserved such a Phillipic, th

i

the Elizabethans by no means escape.

Among the earlier dramatists, Collier ranks Beaumont and

Fletcher as the least immoral, Jonson a close second, with Shake-

speare a bad third.^--€ne of the things for which the critic attacks

the stage is its treatment of the clergy, and while this denunciation

is directed mainly against the Restoration drama, the writers of an

earlier day are not exempt. from this vice. Altho Shakespeare held

clergymen up to scorn, "The disgrace falls rather on the person than

.,2
on the office, and for the most part the clergymen in Beaumont and

Fletcher's plays, "Save their reputation and make a creditable show-

8- ~;f "t
sk It X !« • % # #

1. Collier, A Short View of the prnphan^ness and Immorality of the
English Stage , London, 1699, p 285.
2. Ibid. , p 125.
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ing. Jonson handled the men of the church with the most discretion

"Toward the end of the Silent W oman "
, says the vigorous champion of

stage morality , "Ben Jonson brings in a clergyman and a civilian in

their habits, but then he premises a handsome excuse, acquaints the

audience that the persons are borro?/ed, and throws in a salvo for

the honor of either profession. In the third act we have another

clergyman. He is abused by Cutbearfi , and a little by Liorose, but his

lady checks him for the ill breeding of the usage. In his Magnetic

Lady , Tale of a Tub , and the Sad Shepherd there are priests who man-

age but untowardly, but these plays were his last works , which Mr.

2
Dryden calls his Dotages."

Another of the objections which Collier makes to most

plays is that poetic justice is not done, that morality is not re-

warded. ^ This is a view held by many other critics of the period

who bewail the fact that vice is rewarded and virtue made sport of.

Here again Jonson fares well at the hands of Collier, who condemns

Dryden for trying to excuse his own errors at Ben's expense.

He lets us know that Ben Jonson after whom he is proud to

err , gives him more than one example ^.f such conduct, and that the

Alchemist is notorious, where neither Face nor his master are cor-

rected according to their demerits. But how proud soever Mr. Dryden

may be or errour, he is not so much of Ben Jonson' s company as he

pretends. His instance of Face, etc. in the Alchemist is rather not-

orious against his purpose than for it. . . . Does not Face

make an apology before he leaves the stage? Thus careful the poet is

to prevent the ill impressions of his play. He brings both man and

# # |h! # * * # * *

1. Ibid., 126.
2. Ibid. , p 126.
3. The moralistic school makes this theory Its main tenet. Rymer has
also the same idea, deriving it from Rapin and ath^ ff^n.h author.
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master to confession, He dismisses them like malefactors, and moves

for their pardon before the gives them their discharge.
""*"

On the other hand Collier gives the Mock Astrologer as an

example of the ordinary type of the plays of the time which fail to

illustrate poetic justice. "There is no acknowledgment exacted),1 he

says, "No hardship is put upon them; they are permitted to talk in

their libertine way to the last; and leave without the least appear-

ance of virtue'.' 2 Collier also cites the Silen t j^man and Vol pone as

examples ol comedy in which the virtuous are rewarded and the Vic-

's

ious are accorded their deserts.

As the controversy between Collier, and Congreve , Dennis

and his other opponents grew, the champion of stage morality attacks

the stage more and more in its entirety, as being almost always im-

moral. Jonson comes in for far more censure. In the Defense of the

Short View, published in 1699, we find; "Mr Congreve says Ben Jonson

is much bolder in Bartholomew * air . Suppose all that, is it an ex-

cuse to follow an ill example, arid continue an athestical practice?

• . . And since he endeavours to excuse himself upon the authori-

ty of Ben Jonson, I shall just mention what thoughts this poet had

of his profane liberties. Now Mr. Wood reports from the testimony of

pf a great prelate then present, that when Ben Jonson was in his las'

sickness, he was often heard to repent of his profaning the Scrip-

tures in his ^lays, and that with horrour.

"

4

The Second Defense of the Short View, published in 1700,

goes to the point of condemning all plays unreservedly. He may mean

here the playwrights of his own day, when he refers to the moderns,

-a * * * -a * * # x -%

1. Rymer, Short View of the Imraorali ty of the English Stage , p 151.
2. Ibid., 152. 3. Ibid., p 153.
3. Collier, A Defense of the Short View of the r rophaneness and Im-

morality of the English Staple, London, 1699 % p 54.
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for he has thus distinguished them in referring to the Elizabethans

and the moderns. He says in his Second Defense ; "The moderns compared

with the Greek tragedies, and Seneca, in point of decency and sobri-

ety of language! He may almost as well compare Aristophanes with

Terance, and the Sixth Aenied of Virgil with the Sixth Satire of

Juvenal.

Collier in the first of his attacks on the stage, speaking

of the representation of the proper sort of characters in the drama,

says; "Shakespeare is comparatively sober, -Ben Jonson is still more

regular; as for Beaumont and Fletcher, in their plays they are com-

monly profligate persons that swear, and even those are reproved for
» 2 *

S

it. Prom this passage one might conclude that Jonson was rated

second in point of morality, but when we remember Collier's appreci-

ation of the poetic justice of Jonson, and his praise for the treat-

ment of the clergy, we must conclude that Ben ranks highest in his

opinion. In further support of this conclusion we may recall that

Collier comments admiringly on Jonson' s attack on the licentiousness

of the stage in the preface to Volpone , and notes the statement that

it is impossible to be a good poet without being a good man, and thai

the , "Principle end of poetry is to inform men in the best reason of

living." 3

One of the foremost opponents of Collier in defense of the

stage was John Dennis, who while admitting the immorality of the con-

temporary drama, felt that Collier had argued beside the point in

condemning all the English lay //rights alike. Denni3 was a warm ad-

% # m -* X * * ft % ft ft

1. Collier, Second Defense of the Short View, London, 1700, p 119.
2. Collier, A Short View of the Immorality of the English Stage, p57
3. Ibid. , p 157.
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mirer of Jonson, altho he saw his faults as well. He writes to Gon-

greve^-

I have now read over the Fox , in which tho I admire the

strength of Ben Jonson s judgment, yet I did not find it so accurate

as I expected. For first the very thing upon which the whole plot

turns . . seems to me to be very unreasonable." In the same letter

the critic says; "The plots of the Fox , the Silent Woman and the Al

chemist are all of them very artful, but the intrigues of the Fox

and Alchemist seem to me more dextriously perplexed, than to be hap-

pily disentangled. But the Gprdian knot in the Silent Woman is un-

tied with so much felicity that that alone may suffice to show Ben

Jonson no ordinary hero." Dennis note<l the same lack of skill in

Jonson that Bryden had mentioned, that is his inability to draw peo-

ple in the upper walks of society successfully. He says in reference

to this; "Ben Jonson 1

s fools seem to show his wit a great deal more

than his men of sense. I admire his fops, but barely esteem his gen-

tlemen. " The critic on the whole esteemed Jonson very highly, and

later modelled some of his plays on his works, but he also recogniz-

ed Ben s shortcomings, and strikes at the great fault when he says;

"There seems to be one thing more v/anting than all the rest, and

it4
that is passion.

In general Jonson seem to have held a higher place among

the critics of the seventeenth century than among those of a later

period. In a great measure this position wa3 due to the classical

influence of the time. Men of all sorts of ability were translating

or imitating the Ancients, and they took for their standards of judg

ment the famous rules of Aristotle. Amid so much plagarizing from

# # # -* n * -:c- -*

1. Dennis, Letter on Several Occasions » by and between Mr . Dryden »

Mr. Congreve t Mr. Vvycherley and Mr, Dennis , London, 1696. p 73.
2. Ibid. , p 76.
3. Ibid., p 76. 4. Ibid., p 77.
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the classical writers, the borrowings of Jonson escaped with little

censure. In fact he was considered a a repository of ancient culture,

and used as a garner by succeeding authors. Most of the critics,

with the exception of Collier regard Ben's use of the ancients as

highly praiseworthy.

Taking up the critics in respect to their connection with

the different schools, we find that most of the literary men commen-

ded Jonson. The Meo-classicists as we have seen admired the regular-

ity of his plays, the use of the chorus, and the imitation of ^reek

or Latin subjects. Dryden in so far as he represents this school,

commends Ben's adherance to the rules.

The Moralists have more words of praise for Jonson than

for any other of the playwrights. Jeremy Collier considers him as

being less immoral in tendency than any of the dramatists cited,

altho he does not consider him altogether blameless. Earlier in the

century Prynne made no distinction between play writers, and condem-

ned Jonson to the punishment decreed by the authorities, along with

the rest of the profession.

The school of patriotism, those who supported English Lit

erature because it was English, turn to Shakespeare and to Jonson as

the best of their time, Bryden especially citing J onson as the equal

of the foreign writers. It is well to note here that Sainte-Evremond

seems to consider but one English writer specifically, that is Jon-

son, and awards him a place beside Moliere in the comedy.

The school of common sense found little to commend in any

of the literature of the seventeenth century, but its leader, Thomas

Rymer, declares Jonson' s supremacy in the comedy, and gives him a

superior rating over Shakespeare, admitting that Ben did know how to

write tragedy even if he did not keep to the correct methods.
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In regard to the mixture of comedy with tragedy, which wa

contrary to the tenets of several schools of criticism, and especial

ly so to the Neo-classicists, Ben Jonson seems to have be; n consid-

ered a minor offendor. Rymer attacks him severely enough for his in-

sertion of "fiddle-faddle" , but with the more severity because of

his sinning against his own judgment,

Thus we see that Jonson was awarded first place in his

proper treatment of the clergy, his habit of rewarding virtue and

punishing vice, in his relugarity of plot, and carefulness and learn

ing in working it out, and is ranked second to Beaumont and Fletcher

along with Shakespeare
(

in respect to his popular appeal.





CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The popular appeal of Jonson was at its height at the ve-

ry beginning of the seventeenth century, while he was still produ-

cing his plays. Notwithstanding that he failed to hit the popular

fancy in his tragedies, Catiline and Se.janas , he attained great suc-

cess in his comedy of humours, and for a number of years vied with

Shakespeare as the favorite of the theatre goers. The best actors

took part in his plays, and we have the testimony of the Historia

llistronica that the reason his work was not revived as it should

have been after the Restoration was that there were no players able

to depict Jonson 's characters correctly. At the end of the first

decade of the seventeenth century, Beaumont and Fletcher began to

produce their dramas, one after another in quick succession, and

Ben fell behind in popularity as the taste of the people turned more

to these melodramatic comedies and tragi-comedies. Besides, Jonson

began to find his powers failing him, and when he was unequal to mak-

ing the New Inn successful, he rapidly declined in popularity, his

arrogance toward the public contributing very largely to such a re-

sult. The people were most interested tn the romantic drama, and

while they still enjoyed the work of Jonson, they turned more and

more to the works of Beaumont and Fletcher.

Jonson, however, continued to hold sway among the litera-

ry men of his day, and during the greater ^art of his life ruled as

a poetic and dramatic dictator. His forceful character and his use

of invective awed his opponents, while hi ^ »»n I™™™ «hmt.1pa -





gave him a host of friends. With the exception of Dekker, even his

most bitter opponentswho took part in the War of the Theatres became

reconciled to him. The number of his friends was augmented by his

constant search for preferment, and this circle of acquaintances

among the "great ones" , and the number of his noble patrons contri-

buted in no small measure to his literary success. The group that

surrounded him at the ^ermaid Tavern, and afterwards at the Apollo

room, comprised some of the most brilliant writers of the period.

Herrick came there when he was first beginning his career as a poet,,

and carried away much inspiration from his master in lyrical verse.

Randolph, Cartwright, and others of the court poets knew Jonson and

were deeply influenced by his work. Fletcher, Chapman, -^arston, Mid-

dleton, and perhaps Shakespeare were among the dramatists collabora-

ting with Jonson while others as Field and ^rome modelled their play

on his work. The romantic playwrights who did not follow Jonson in

a literary way, still at various times expressed their admiration fo •

him. Men of quite a different type the churchmen- poets like ^art-

wright, Mayne and King praise him for the moral cleanness of his

plays, and his attacks on the vices of the period. Others of the

poets declared that he had reformed the stage and brot it from a

condition of chaoo to an order and refinement that vied with the

work of Seneca and Plautus. Jonson' s plagarisms were held up to ad-

miration j it was even said that the classic material was improved

by being brot to English soli. There is scarcely any adverse crit-

icism made upon him by any of his important contemporaries, except

for his purely personal characteristics of choler and arrogance. We

have quoted commendatory verse from Donne, Carew, Drayton, Beaumont

and many others to show the position of prominence that Jonson oc-

cupied as a poet and a dramatist.
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In the art of masque writing Jonson is acknowledged to

have no superior . For more than thirty years he was the accepted

writer of court entertainments, of which he composed in that period

more than all his competitors combined.

Alter the Restoration the character of the theatre goers

changed; the mass of the people were now Puritan in tendency and h

hence opposed to the theatre. The court and its followers decided

whether or not a play should be stamped with approval, and it was

slow to give that approval to any of the work of the previous age.

Altho the literary virtuosi regarded the work done before the Res-

toration as rude and unrefined, they believed Jonson to be one of thd

few ..ho understood the art of the drama. While they ranked him hi$j-

er than his fellow playwright, Shakespeare, they did not regard him

as the equal of the Restoration authors, especially in wit, Dryden

exemplifying this view in saying that, "I am sure their wit was net

that of gentlemen. " Dryden ranked ^eaumont and Fletcher higher than

Jonson in the above characteristic, and he records the those t?/o

dramatists were more popular at the theatres than Ben. Their plays

and Shakespeare's were remodelled, while perhaps we may consider it

a compliment to Jonson that none of his work underwent such a change

He had a respectable run on the stage from 1660 to 1685, during that

time having eleven plays revived, to nineteen of Shakespeare's and

thirty two of Beaumont and Fletcher's. Such a record is certainly not

an indication of unpopularity when we consider the relative number of

plays that these authors produced. Shakespeare's plays made a great-

er appeal to the popular fancy thru the acting of Betterton, while

Jonson lost in popularity because his characters did not seem to be

such as were favored by that actor. Toward the end of the century

Shakespeare seems to have surpassed Jonson in the liking of the peo-
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ple, and indeed there is no record of Ben's work having been reviv-

ed after 1685. The impression that it was not revived is born out

by the question asked in the Historia Histronica inll698 as to why

Jonson's plays were no longer produced.

Among the dramatists of the Restoration there arc a few

like Shadwell who openly modelled their work on that of the great

Elizabethan, but most of them make little reference to Jonson. Not-

withstanding this apparent neglect, the comedy of manners which held

the stage for the greater part of the period owes its foundation to

the comedy of humours which Ben had popularized. The Jonsonian style

of naming characters lasted well into the eighteenth century. In ad-

dition to this, are must not forget that to the Restoration playwright

the work of Jonson was a mine from which he could extract episodes,

plot or characters.

The poets of the age also seem to have neglected Ben very

materially, for we have but five or six who make any mention of him,
J

while in the early part of the century there were fifty or sixty who

have left commendatory verses on Jonson. Hoover this may be, the po-

ets after 1660 were more allied with Ben than they admit. Herrick as

we have seen admired and his style in lyrical work, and most of the

court ^oets, and nearly all of the poets were of the court, followed

in the footsteps of fieri ick.

The critics, of all the men of the seventeenth century,

held Jonson in the highest esteem, largely because of the classical

nature of the criticism of that time and Jonson's affiliations #ith

that school. The moralists, of whom Collier was the most important

figure, while by no means exonerating him from the faults of his age,

gave him a high place, certainly superior to Shakespeare's. Collier

especially noted Jonson's attack on the vicious plays of his own time
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The school of conmion sense , as individualized in Thomas Rymer found

Ben's comedies excellent, and even had some praise for his tragedies.

They commended the use of the chorus and the fidelity to the rules.

Rymer praised.,as Collier had done_,the examples of poetic justice in

J.nson's work, as teaching that vice is ultimately punished and vir-

tue rewarded. Dennis approved of Ben's intricacy of plot and the

skill ttith which he works out the story, especially that of the Si-

lent Woman . Dryden praised Jcnson for his mastery in depicting peo-

ple of a humourous turn, especially people of the lower ranks in so-

ciety. He goes to the Silent Woman and the Alchemist in search of

perfect plots and takes the former as a model for analysis. Dryden

while not a slave of the rules, praises Jonson for his fidelity to

the unities of time and space, and absolves nim for not keeping to

the unity of action, that is for introducing a sub-plot and charac-

ters not intrinsically connected with the story. Dryden, however, is

so unstable in his views that it is impossible to formulate definite-

ly just what he thot of Jonson, but undoubtedly he placed him along

with Beaumont and Fletcher, and Shakespeare, among the front rank

of Elizabethan and Jacobean playwrights.

In general we may say that with the excerption of the firsi

decade of the century, Jonson was never a popular dramatist or poet.

His disfavor among the reading public is shown by the comparatively

small number of editions of his single plays. It is to the judicious

rather than to the popular taste that he made his appeal, and the

men of literary ability recognized his powers. After the Restoration

altho the dramatists and poets have little to say concerning his

work, both groups show his influence, and the critics almost uni-

formly hold him up as one of the most learned, judicious and regular

of English writers.
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